Yamaha virago 535 wiring diagram

I have one with a different plug and 6 wires on it, that doesn't match the posted wiring diagrams.
Just fishing for thoughts Description Mics Author P. Here is a collection of wiring diagrams I
have accumulated threw the years. These are Virago specific but they can be easily adapted to
your needs. Have you ever run across an 81 with a different diode? Well, that one has got me
stumped. Never seen that before. After much research I have deciphered that it monitors for the
most part but does have some control of the oil light. After studying the diagram, I would say
that for the most part it is useless. It you remove it and run a jumper between the two black
wires your oil light will still work as normal and eliminate it entirely. What kind of problems are
you having. No problems with that really, just that the sky blue wire is also tied to the neutral
light and neutral safety switch. The problem came on my 83, when I smoked the diode on that
circuit, and said to myself, "Self, that isn't a big obstacle, as I have a wiring harness from an 81
sitting on the bench. I just wondered if anybody else had ever seen that, since these are the
only wiring diagrams I have seen floating around. So with the help of the genuine Yammy
diagrams I have rubbed out the incorrect wires and drawn in the correct ones. Hope this helps
someone, cheers, Dave. PS - Matthew, want to add this to the list of diagrams? Just keeping
them out of the general publics eyes and for enthusiasts only. One of those wiring diagrams in
the top part of the tech article was created by me. The bottom one is my wiring diagram. The
others are modified versions of my original. I don't mind it being posted but give the credit
where it's due. Sorry, Scott. At first I thought it was the one that I had created for my chopper,
but that is actually one that I had made for Bykrmom for her It's all good, I hope it has helped
some folks. More than you know! Any thing i can do to jog your memory on the rev limiter?
Objavi komentar. TCI Transistor Controlled Ignitor is an electronic circuit which controls
ignition timing exact moments when sparks are ignited within engine cylinders. The info about
piston position within 4-stroke cycle TCI receives from pick-up coil s. In idle mode, the spark is
ignited before a piston reaches the top dead center TDC - point of maximal compression. The so
called ignition schema curve is built inside the TCI - that is data when exactly ignition spark
should be ignited according to current engine conditions. By receiving impulses from pick-up
coil TCI knows what is the engine rotation speed and according to predefined values from
ignition schema adjusts the moment of ignition in order to satisfy the optimal burning and
engine operation. TCI is closed assembly black box and one cannot tune it. Mitsubishi produced
TCI, rotor magnet with exciter s , and pick-up coils sensors. Every Virago production generation
has its own combination of these components and one cannot mix them. So, if motorcycle xv
production period uses an older ignition system TCI, then it also has to use corresponding
older magnet and two pick-up coils, and vice versa. TCI intended for ignition systems with one
pick-up coil on xv production period will not work with two pick-up coils sensor. Therefore, the
components in ignition systems must be paired according to production generations. On xv
Virago model TCI is located under the seat as shown on image above and on xv Virago model it
is under right side cover as shown on image bellow. Nema komentara:. Pretplati se na: Objavi
komentare Atom. Yamaha xv Virago TCI and relays under right side cover. Buy this file: Yamaha
Virago Online Service. Also identified in this Yamaha Virago service repair manual is Euro-style
chain-drive and shaft driven models. Charge battery. Short-circuited or open between
electrodes. Replace battery. Poor contact condition of battery terminal s. Clean and retighten.
Wiring Poor or no connection at either battery positive or negative cable, at either end. Repair or
replace cable s. Cracked or corroded battery cable ends. Clean, tighten or replace cable s as
needed. Tighten connections or repair or replace wire s. Handlebar start switch Poor switch
contacts or open switch. Replace switch. Starter relay Open coil winding. Replace relay. Poor or
no continuity at relay points. Correct lack of ground. Solenoid Poor contact condition caused by
burnt contact. Polish contact surface or replace solenoid assembly. Pull-in winding open or
short-circuited. Repair or replace solenoid assembly. Hold-in winding open or short-circuited.
Starting motor Brushes worn below specification. Check brush spring tension. Replace field
frame and holder. Commutator burnt. Re-face or replace. Commutator high mica. Correct by
undercutting. Field winding grounded. Armature winding grounded or short-circuited.
Reduction gears damaged. Insufficient brush spring tension. Disconnected lead wire between
solenoid and field windings. Repair or replace lead wire. Ball bearing sticks. Replace bearing.
Table Overrunning clutch. Overrunning clutch malfunction rollers or compression spring.
Replace overrunning clutch. Pinion teeth worn out. Replace pinion. Pinion does not run in
overrunning direction. Poor sliding condition of spline teeth. Remove foreign materials, dirt or
replace overrunning clutch or pinion shaft. Replace overrunning clutch and idler gear. Jackshaft
assembly Improper jackshaft parts assembly Disassemble and assemble parts properly. Gear
teeth on clutch shell Excessively worn teeth. Replace clutch shell. Unopened contacts. Replace
starting switch or starter relay. Poor return caused by sticky switch or relay contacts. Return
spring worn. Replace spring. Coil layer shorted. Replace solenoid. Contact plate melted and

stuck. Remove starter motor. Disassemble drive housing assembly. Inspect for damage to
armature gear or idler gear. Is damage present? Remove and disassemble starter jackshaft
assembly. Is jackshaft properly assembled? Assemble jackshaft properly. Replace damaged
idler gear and armature. Replace starter clutch. Perform voltage drop tests between battery
positive to starter battery terminal. Crank engine. Is voltage drop greater than 1. Perform voltage
drop tests from battery positive to starter motor terminal. Repair connection between battery
and starter. Repair or replace solenoid contacts. Perform voltage drop tests between battery
negative and starter studs or bolts. Clean ground connections. Perform starter motor current
draw test on vehicle. Perform starter motor free running current draw bench test. Are test
results within range? Remove spark plugs while in 5th gear. Rotate rear wheel. Replace or
repair starter motor. Follow the 1. The voltage drop test measures the difference in potential or
the actual voltage dropped between the source and destination. Attach your red meter lead to
the most positive part of the circuit, which in this case would be the positive post of the battery
5. Attach the black meter lead to the final destination or component in the circuit solenoid
terminal from relay. Activate the starter and observe the meter reading. The meter will read the
voltage dropped or the difference in potential between the source and destination. An open
circuit should read 12 volts, displaying all the voltage dropped, and the entire difference in
potential displayed on the meter. NOTE Open circuits on the ground side will read zero.
Typically, a good circuit will drop less than 1. If the voltage drop is greater, back track through
the connections until the source of the potential difference is found. The benefits of doing it this
way are speed and accuracy. Readings show the actual voltage dropped, not just the presence
of voltage. This tests the system as it is actually being used. It is more accurate and will display
hard to find poor connections. This approach can be used on lighting circuits, ignition circuits,
etc. Start from most positive and go to most negative the destination or component. The
negative or ground circuit can be checked as well. Place the negative lead on the most negative
part of the circuit or the negative battery post. Remember, there is nothing more negative than
the negative post of the battery. Place the positive lead to the ground you wish to check.
Activate the circuit. This will allow you to read the potential difference or voltage dropped on the
negative or ground circuit. This technique is very effective for identifying poor grounds due to
powdered paint. Even the slightest connection may cause an ohmmeter to give a good reading.
However, when sufficient current is passed through, the resistance caused by the powdered
paint will cause a voltage drop or potential difference in the ground circuit. Remove left side
cover. See Figure To test relay, proceed to Step 4. Improper connections will damage the diode
connected across the relay windings. Check for continuity between terminals 3 and 5. A
malfunctioning relay will not show continuity and must be replaced. Check starter current draw
with an induction ammeter before disconnecting battery. Proceed as follows: 1. Verify that
transmission is in neutral. Disconnect spark plug wires from spark plug terminals. Clamp
induction ammeter over positive battery cable next to starter. With ignition key switch ON, turn
engine over by pressing starter switch while reading the ammeter. Disregard initial high current
reading which is normal when engine is first turned over. Typical starter current draw will range
from to amperes. If starter current draw exceeds amperes, the problem may be in the starter or
starter drive. Remove starter for further tests. See the Sportster Service Manual. A DC current
probe may be used if an induction ammeter is not available. Place starter in vise, using a clean
shop towel to prevent scratches or other damage. Attach one heavy jumper cable 6 gauge
minimum. Connect one end to the starter mounting flange 1. Connect the other end to the
negative â€” terminal of a fully charged battery 2. Connect a second heavy jumper cable 6
gauge minimum. Connect the other end to the battery terminal 4 on the starter solenoid. Place
an inductive ammeter 3 over cable. Connect a smaller jumper cable 14 gauge minimum.
Connect the other end to the solenoid relay terminal 5. Check ammeter reading. Ammeter
should show 90 amps maximum. If reading is higher, disassemble starter for inspection. If
starter current draw on vehicle was over amps and this test was within specification, there may
be a problem with engine, primary drive or jackshaft. These tests may produce flying sparks
which could result in death or serious injury. NOTE Do not disassemble solenoid. Before
testing, disconnect field wire from motor terminal as shown in Figure Conduct all three tests
one after the other in the sequence given without interruption. Yamaha XV Virago. All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage or
retrieval system, without permission in writing from the copyright holder. We take great pride in
the accuracy of information given in this manual, but motorcycle manufacturers make
alterations and design changes during the production run of a particular motorcycle of which
they do not inform us. No liability can be accepted by the authors or publishers for loss,
damage or injury caused by any errors in, or omissions from, the information given. The

purpose of this manual is to help you get the best value from your motorcycle. It can do so in
several ways. It can help you decide what work must be done, even if you choose to have it
done by a dealer service department or a repair shop; it provides information and procedures
for routine maintenance and servicing; and it offers diagnostic and repair procedures to follow
when trouble occurs. We hope you use the manual to tackle the work yourself. For many
simpler jobs, doing it yourself may be quicker than arranging an appointment to get the vehicle
into a shop and making the trips to leave it and pick it up. More importantly, a lot of money can
be saved by avoiding the expense the shop must pass on to you to cover its labor and overhead
costs. An added benefit is the sense of satisfaction and accomplishment that you feel after
doing the job yourself. The manual is divided into Chapters. Each Chapter is divided into
numbered Sections, which are headed in bold type between horizontal lines. Each Section
consists of consecutively numbered paragraphs. At the beginning of each numbered Section
you will be referred to any illustrations which apply to the procedures in that Section. The
reference numbers used in illustration captions pinpoint the pertinent. Section and the Step
within that Section. That is, illustration 3. Procedures, once described in the text, are not
normally repeated. When it's necessary to refer to another Chapter, the reference will be given
as Chapter and Section number. For example, "see Section 8" means in the same Chapter.
References to the left or right side of the vehicle assume you are sitting on the seat, facing
forward. Motorcycle manufacturers continually make changes to specifications and
recommendations, and these, when notified, are incorporated into our manuals at the earliest
opportunity. Even though we have prepared this manual with extreme care, neither the
publisher nor the author can accept responsibility for any errors in, or omissions from, the
information given. A Note provides information necessary to properly complete a procedure or
information which will make the procedure easier to understand. A Caution provides a special
procedure or special steps which must be taken while completing the procedure where the
Caution is found. Not heeding a Caution can result in damage to the assembly being worked on.
A Warning provides a special procedure or special steps which must be taken while completing
the procedure where the Warning is found. Not heeding a Warning can result in personal injury.
The Yamaha XV Virago series are highly successful and popular cruiser-style motorcycles. The
front suspension uses a pair of conventional forks, adjustable by varying the fork air pressure
on some models. Fork damping is adjustable on XV J models. The rear suspension on through
models uses a single shock absorber and coil spring. Later models use twin rear shock
absorbers with concentric coil springs. Spring preload is adjustable on all XV through models;
shock absorber damping is adjustable on and later XV through models. Shaft final drive is used
on most of the bikes covered in this manual. Some models use an unusual chain drive system,
with the chain completely enclosed in housings and running in a bath of grease. The frame
serial number is stamped into the right side of the frame and printed on a label affixed to the
frame. The engine number is stamped into the right upper side of the crankcase. Both of these
numbers should be recorded and kept in a safe place so they can be furnished to law
enforcement officials in the event of a theft. The frame serial number, engine serial number and
carburetor identification number should also be kept in a handy place such as with your driver's
license so they are always available when purchasing or ordering parts for your machine. The
procedures in this manual identify the bikes by model year. To determine which model year a
given machine is, look for the following identification codes in the engine and frame numbers:.
The frame number is stamped in the right side of the frame and is also displayed on a decal.
Once you have found all the identification numbers, record them for reference when buying
parts. Since the manufacturers change specifications, parts and vendors companies that
manufacture various components on the machine , providing the ID numbers is the only way to
be reasonably sure that you are buying the correct parts. Whenever possible, take the worn part
to the dealer so direct comparison with the new component can be made. Along the trail from
the manufacturer to the parts shelf, there are numerous places that the part can end up with the
wrong number or be listed incorrectly. The two places to purchase new parts for your
motorcycle - the accessory store and the franchised dealer - differ in the type of parts they
carry. While dealers can obtain virtually every part for your. Rarely will an accessory outlet have
major suspension components, cylinders, transmission gears, or cases. Used parts can be
obtained for roughly half the price of new ones, but you can't always be sure of what you're
getting. Once again, take your worn part to the wrecking yard breaker for direct comparison.
Whether buying new, used or rebuilt parts, the best course is to deal directly with someone who
specializes in parts for your particular make. There are a number of techniques involved in
maintenance and repair that will be referred to throughout this manual. Application of these
techniques will enable the amateur mechanic to be more efficient, better organized and capable
of performing the various tasks properly, which will ensure that the repair job is thorough and

complete. Fasteners, basically, are nuts, bolts and screws used to hold two or more parts
together. There are a few things to keep in mind when working with fasteners. Almost all of
them use a locking device of some type either a lock washer, locknut, locking tab or thread
adhesive. All threaded fasteners should be clean, straight, have undamaged threads and
undamaged corners on the hex head where the wrench fits. Develop the habit of replacing all
damaged nuts and bolts with new ones. Rusted nuts and bolts should be treated with a
penetrating oil to ease removal and prevent breakage. Some mechanics use turpentine in a
spout type oil can, which works quite well. After applying the rust penetrant, let it "work" for a
few minutes before trying to loosen the nut or bolt. Badly rusted fasteners may have to be
chiseled off or removed with a special nut breaker, available at tool stores. If a bolt or stud
breaks off in an assembly, it can be drilled out and removed with a special tool called an E-Z out
or screw extractor. Most dealer service departments and motorcycle repair shops can perform
this task, as well as others such as the repair of threaded holes that have been stripped out. Flat
washers and lock washers, when removed from an assembly, should always be replaced
exactly as removed. Replace any damaged washers with new ones. Always use a flat washer
between a lock washer and any soft metal surface such as aluminum , thin sheet metal or
plastic. Special locknuts can only be used once or twice before they lose their locking ability
and must be replaced. When threaded fasteners are tightened, they are often tightened to a
specific torque value torque is basically a twisting force. Overtightening the fastener can
weaken it and cause it to break, while under-tightening can cause it to eventually come loose.
Each bolt, depending on the material it's made of, the diameter of its shank and the material it is
threaded into, has a specific torque value, which is noted in the Specifications. Be sure to follow
the torque recommendations closely. Fasteners laid out in a pattern i. Next, they should be
tightened one full turn each, in a crisscross or diagonal pattern. After each one has been
tightened one full turn, return to the first one tightened and tighten them all one half turn,
following the same pattern. Finally, tighten each of them one quarter turn at a time until each
fastener has been tightened to the proper torque. To loosen and remove the fasteners the
procedure would be reversed. Component disassembly should be done with care and purpose
to help ensure that the parts go back together properly during reassembly. Always keep track of
the sequence in which parts are removed. Take note of special characteristics or marks on parts
that can be installed more than one way such as a grooved thrust washer on a shaft. It's a good
idea to lay the disassembled parts out on a. It may also be helpful to make sketches or take
instant photos of components before removal. When removing fasteners from a component,
keep track of their locations. Sometimes threading a bolt back in a part, or putting the washers
and nut back on a stud, can prevent mixups later. If nuts and bolts can't be returned to their
original locations, they should be kept in a compartmented box or a series of small boxes. A
cupcake or muffin tin is ideal for this purpose, since each cavity can hold the bolts and nuts
from a particular area i. A pan of this type is especially helpful when working on assemblies
with very small parts such as the carburetors and the valve train. The cavities can be marked
with paint or tape to identify the contents. Whenever wiring looms, harnesses or connectors are
separated, it's a good idea to identify the two halves with numbered pieces of masking tape so
they can be easily reconnected. Throughout any motorcycle, gaskets are used to seal the
mating surfaces between components and keep lubricants, fluids, vacuum or pressure
contained in an assembly. Many times these gaskets are coated with a liquid or paste type
gasket sealing compound before assembly. Age, heat and pressure can sometimes cause the
two parts to stick together so tightly that they are very difficult to separate. In most cases, the
part can be loosened by striking it with a soft-faced hammer near the mating surfaces. A regular
hammer can be used if a block of wood is placed between the hammer and the part. Do not
hammer on cast parts or parts that could be easily damaged. With any particularly stubborn
part, always recheck to make sure that every fastener has been removed. Avoid using a
screwdriver or bar to pry apart components, as they can easily mar the gasket Sealing surfaces
of the parts which must remain smooth. If prying is absolutely necessary, use a piece of wood,
but keep in mind that extra clean-up will be necessary if the wood splinters. After the parts are
separated, the old gasket must be carefully scraped off and the gasket surfaces cleaned.
Stubborn gasket material can be soaked with a gasket remover available in aerosol cans to
soften it so it can be easily scraped off. A scraper can be fashioned from a piece of copper
tubing by flattening and sharpening one end. Copper is recommended because it is usually
softer than the surfaces to be scraped, which reduces the chance of gouging the part. Some
gaskets can be removed with a wire brush, but regardless of the method used, the mating
surfaces must be left clean and smooth. If for some reason the gasket surface is gouged, then a
gasket sealer thick enough to fill scratches will have to be used during reassembly of the
components. For most applications, a non-drying or semi-drying gasket sealer is best. Hose

removal precautions closely parallel gasket removal precautions. Avoid scratching or gouging
the surface that the hose mates against or the connection may leak. Because of various
chemical reactions, the rubber in hoses can bond itself to the metal spigot that the hose fits
over. To remove a hose, first loosen the hose clamps that secure it to the spigot. Then, with slip
joint pliers, grab the hose at the clamp and rotate it around the spigot. Work it back and forth
until it is completely free, then pull it off silicone or other lubricants will ease removal if they can
be applied between the hose and the outside of the spigot. Apply the same lubricant to the
inside of the hose and the outside of the spigot to simplify installation. If a hose clamp is broken
or damaged, do not reuse it. Also, do not reuse hoses that are cracked, split or torn. A selection
of good tools is a basic requirement for anyone who plans to maintain and repair a motorcycle.
For the owner who has few tools, if any, the initial investment might seem high, but when
compared to the spiraling costs of routine maintenance and repair, it is a wise one. To help the
owner decide which tools are needed to perform the tasks detailed in this manual, the following
tool lists are offered: Maintenance and minor repair, Repair and overhaul and Special. The
newcomer to practical mechanics should start off with the Maintenance and minor repair tool
kit, which is adequate for the simpler jobs. Then, as confidence and experience grow, the owner
can tackle more difficult tasks, buying additional tools as they are needed. Eventually the basic
kit will be built into the Repair and overhaul tool set. Over a period of time, the experienced
do-it-yourselfer will assemble a tool set complete enough for most repair and overhaul
procedures and will add tools from the Special category when it is felt that the expense is
justified by the frequency of use. The tools in this list should be considered the minimum
required for performance of routine maintenance, servicing and minor repair work. We
recommend the purchase of combination wrenches box end and open end combined in one
wrench ; while more expensive than open-ended ones, they offer the advantages of both types
of wrench. Combination slip-joint pliers - 6 in Hacksaw and assortment of blades Tire pressure
gauge. These tools are essential for anyone who plans to perform major repairs and are
intended to supplement those in the Maintenance and minor repair tool kit. Included is a
comprehensive set of sockets which, though expensive, are invaluable because of their
versatility especially when various extensions and drives are available. The tools in this list
include those which are not used regularly, are expensive to buy, or which need to be used in
accordance with their manufacturer's instructions. Unless these tools will be used. A
consideration would be to split the cost and use between yourself and a friend or friends i. This
list primarily contains tools and instruments widely available to the public, as well as some
special tools produced by the vehicle manufacturer for distribution to dealer service
departments. As a result, references to the manufacturer's special tools are occasionally
included in the text of this manual. Generally, an alternative method of doing the job without the
special tool is offered. However, sometimes there is no alternative to their use. Where this is the
case, and the tool can't be purchased or borrowed, the work should be turned over to the dealer
service department or a motorcycle repair shop. For the do-it-yourselfer who is just starting to
get involved in motorcycle maintenance and repair, there are a number of options available
when purchasing tools. If maintenance and minor repair is the extent of the work to be done, the
purchase of individual tools is satisfactory. If, on the other hand, extensive work is planned, it
would be a good idea to purchase a modest tool set from one of the large retail chain stores. A
set can usually be bought at a substantial savings over the individual tool prices and they often
come with a tool box. As additional tools are needed, add-on sets, individual tools and a larger
tool box can be purchased to expand the tool selection. Building a tool set gradually allows the
cost of the tools to be spread over a longer period of time and gives the mechanic the freedom
to choose only those tools that will actually be used. Tool stores and motorcycle dealers will
often be the only source of some of the special tools that are needed, but regardless of where
tools are bought, try to avoid cheap ones especially when buying screwdrivers and sockets
because they won't last very long. There are plenty of tools around at reasonable prices, but
always aim to purchase items which meet the relevant national safety standards. The expense
involved in replacing cheap tools will eventually be greater than the initial cost of quality tools.
It is obviously not possible to cover the subject of tools fully here. For those who wish to learn
more about tools and their use, there is a book entitled Motorcycle Workshop Practice Manual
Book no. It also provides an introduction to basic workshop practice which will be of interest to
a home mechanic working on any type of motorcycle. Good tools are expensive, so it makes
sense to treat them with respect. Keep them clean and in usable condition and store them
properly when not in use. Always wipe off any dirt, grease or metal chips before putting them
away. Never leave tools lying around in the work area. Some tools, such as screwdrivers, pliers,
wrenches and sockets, can be hung on a panel mounted on the garage or workshop wall, while
others should be kept in a tool box or tray. Measuring instruments, gauges, meters, etc. When

tools are used with care and stored properly, they will last a very long time. Even with the best
of care, tools will wear out if used frequently. When a tool is damaged or worn out, replace it;
subsequent jobs will be safer and more enjoyable if you do. Not to be overlooked when
discussing tools is the workshop. If anything more than routine maintenance is to be carried
out, some sort of suitable work area is essential. It is understood, and appreciated, that many
home mechanics do not have a good workshop or garage available and end up removing an
engine or doing major repairs outside it is recommended, however, that the overhaul or repair
be completed under the cover of a roof. A clean, flat workbench or table of comfortable working
height is an absolute necessity. The workbench should be equipped with a vise that has a jaw
opening of at least four inches. As mentioned previously, some clean, dry storage space is also
required for tools, as well as the lubricants, fluids, cleaning solvents, etc. Sometimes waste oil
and fluids, drained from the engine or cooling system during normal maintenance or repairs,
present a disposal problem. To avoid pouring them on the ground or into a sewage system,
simply pour the used fluids into large containers, seal them with caps and take them to an
authorized disposal site or service station. Plastic jugs are ideal for this purpose. Always keep a
supply of old newspapers and clean rags available. Old towels are excellent for mopping up
spills. Many mechanics use rolls of paper towels for most work because they are readily
available and disposable. To help keep the area under the motorcycle clean, a large cardboard
box can be cut open and flattened to protect the garage or shop floor. Whenever working over a
painted surface such as the fuel tank cover it with an old blanket or bedspread to protect the
finish. Professional mechanics are trained in safe working procedures. However enthusiastic
you may be about getting on with the job at hand, take the time to ensure that your safety is not
put at risk. A moment's lack of attention can result in an accident, as can failure to observe
simple precautions. There will always be new ways of having accidents, and the following is not
a comprehensive list of all dangers; it is intended rather to make you aware of the risks and to
encourage a safe approach to all work you carry out on your bike. DON'T start the engine
without first ascertaining that the transmission is in neutral. DON'T suddenly remove the filler
cap from a hot cooling system - cover it with a cloth and release the pressure gradually first, or
you may get scalded by escaping coolant. DON'T attempt to drain oil until you are sure it has
cooled sufficiently to avoid scalding you. DON'T grasp any part of the engine or exhaust system
without first ascertaining that it is cool enough not to burn you. DON'T allow brake fluid or
antifreeze to contact the machine's paint work or plastic components. DON'T siphon toxic
liquids such as fuel, hydraulic fluid or antifreeze by mouth, or allow them to remain on your
skin. DON'T inhale dust - it may be injurious to health see Asbestos heading. DON'T allow any
spilled oil or grease to remain on the floor - wipe it up right away, before someone slips on it.
DON'T attempt to lift a heavy component which may be beyond your capability - get assistance.
DON'T inflate a tire to a pressure above the recommended maximum. Apart from over stressing
the carcase and wheel rim, in extreme cases the tire may blow off forcibly. DO ensure that the
machine is supported securely at all times. This is especially important when the machine is
blocked up to aid wheel or fork removal. DO take care when attempting to loosen a stubborn nut
or bolt. It is generally better to pull on a wrench, rather than push, so that if you slip, you fall
away from the machine rather than onto it. DO wear eye protection when using power tools
such as drill, sander, bench grinder etc. DO use a barrier cream on your hands prior to
undertaking dirty jobs -'it will protect your skin from infection as well as making the dirt easier
to remove afterwards; but make sure your hands aren't left slippery. Note that long-term contact
with used engine oil can be a health hazard. DO keep loose clothing cuffs, ties etc. DO remove
rings, wristwatch etc. DO keep your work area tidy - it is only too easy to fall over articles left
lying around. DO exercise caution when compressing springs for removal or installation.
Ensure that the tension is applied and released in a controlled manner, using suitable tools
which preclude the possibility of the spring escaping violently. DO ensure that any lifting tackle
used has a safe working load rating adequate for the job. DO get someone to check periodically
that all is well, when working alone on the vehicle. DO carry out work in a logical sequence and
check that everything is correctly assembled and tightened afterwards. DO remember that your
vehicle's safety affects that of yourself and others. If in doubt on any point, get professional
advice. IF, in spite of following these precautions, you are unfortunate enough to injure
yourself, seek medical attention as soon as possible. Certain friction, insulating, sealing and
other products - such as brake pads, clutch linings, gaskets, etc. Extreme care must be taken to
avoid inhalation of dust from such products since it is hazardous to health. If in doubt, assume
that they do contain asbestos. Never smoke or have any kind of naked flame around, when
working on the vehicle. But the risk does not end there - a spark caused by an electrical
short-circuit, by two metal surfaces contacting each other, by careless use of tools, or even by
static electricity built up in your body under certain conditions, can ignite gasoline petrol vapor,

which in a confined space is highly explosive. Never use gasoline petrol as a cleaning solvent.
Use an approved safety solvent. Always disconnect the battery ground earth terminal before
working on any part of the fuel or electrical system, and never risk spilling fuel on to a hot
engine or exhaust. It is recommended that a fire extinguisher of a type suitable for fuel and
electrical fires is kept handy in the garage or workplace at all times. Never try to extinguish a
fuel or electrical fire with water. Certain fumes are highly toxic and can quickly cause
unconsciousness and even death if inhaled to any extent. Any draining or pouring of such
volatile fluids should be done in a well ventilated area. When using cleaning fluids and solvents,
read the instructions carefully. Never use materials from unmarked containers - they may give
off poisonous vapors. Never run the engine of a motor vehicle in an enclosed space such as a
garage. Exhaust fumes contain carbon monoxide which is extremely poisonous; if you need to
run the engine, always do so in the open air or at least have the rear of the vehicle outside the
workplace. Never cause a spark, or allow a naked light near the vehicle's battery. It will normally
be giving off a certain amount of hydrogen gas, which is highly explosive. Always disconnect
the battery ground earth terminal before working on the fuel or electrical systems except where
noted. If possible, loosen the filler plugs or cover when charging the battery from an external
source. Do not charge at an excessive rate or the battery may burst. Take care when topping up,
cleaning or carrying the battery. The acid electrolyte, even when diluted, is very corrosive and
should not be allowed to contact the eyes or skin. Always wear rubber gloves and goggles or a
face shield. If you ever need to prepare electrolyte yourself, always add the acid slowly to the
water; never add the water to the acid. When using an electric power tool, inspection light etc.
Do not use such appliances in damp conditions and, again, beware of creating a spark or
applying excessive heat in the vicinity of fuel or fuel vapor. Also ensure that the appliances
meet national safety standards. A severe electric shock can result from touching certain parts
of the electrical" system, such as the spark plug wires HT leads , when the engine is running or
being cranked, particularly if components are damp or the insulation is defective. Where an
electronic ignition system is used, the secondary HT voltage is much higher and could prove
fatal. A number of chemicals and lubricants are available for use in motorcycle maintenance
and repair. They include a wide variety of products ranging from cleaning solvents and
degreasers to lubricants and protective sprays for rubber, plastic and vinyl. It is oil free and
leaves no residue. It can also be used to remove gum and varnish from carburetor jets and
other orifices. Brake system cleaner is used to remove grease or brake fluid from brake system
components where clean surfaces are absolutely necessary and petroleum-based solvents
cannot be used ; it also leaves no residue. Silicone-based lubricants are used to protect rubber
parts such as hoses and grommets, and are used as lubricants for hinges and locks.
Multi-purpose grease is an all purpose lubricant used wherever grease is more practical than a
liquid lubricant such as oil. Some multipurpose grease is colored white and specially
formulated to be more resistant to water than ordinary grease. Gear oil sometimes called gear
lube is a specially designed oil used in transmissions and final drive units, a s well as other
areas where high friction, high temperature lubrication is required. It is available in a number of
viscosities weights for various applications. Motor oil, of course, is the lubricant specially
formulated for use in the engine. It normally contains a wide variety of additives to prevent
corrosion and reduce foaming and wear. Motor oil comes in various weights viscosity ratings of
from 5 to The recommended weight of the oil depends on the seasonal temperature and the
demands on the engine. Light oil is used in cold climates and under light load conditions; heavy
oil is used in hot climates and where high loads are encountered. Multi-viscosity oils are
designed to have Characteristics of both light and heavy oils and are available in a number of
weights from 5W to 20W Gas petrol additives perform several functions, depending on their
chemical makeup. They usually contain solvents that help dissolve gum and varnish that build
up on carburetor and intake parts. They also serve to break down carbon deposits that form on
the inside surfaces of the combustion chambers. Some additives contain upper cylinder
lubricants for valves and piston rings. Brake fluid is a specially formulated hydraulic fluid that
can withstand the heat and pressure encountered in brake systems. Care must be taken that
this fluid does not come in contact with painted surfaces or plastics. An opened container
should always be resealed to prevent contamination by water or dirt. Chain lubricants are
formulated especially for use on motorcycle final drive chains. A good chain lube should adhere
well and have good penetrating qualities to be effective as a lubricant inside the chain and on
the side plates, pins and rollers. Most chain lubes are either the foaming type or quick drying
type and are usually marketed as sprays. Degreasers are heavy duty solvents used to remove
grease and grime that may accumulate on engine and frame components. They can be sprayed
or brushed on and, depending on the type, are rinsed with either water or solvent. Solvents are
used alone or in combination with degreasers to clean parts and assemblies during repair and

overhaul. The home mechanic should use only solvents that are non-flammable and that do not
produce irritating fumes. Gasket sealing compounds may be used in conjunction with gaskets,
to improve their sealing capabilities, or alone, to seal metal- to-metal joints. Many gasket sealers
can withstand extreme heat, some are impervious to gasoline and lubricants, while others are
capable of filling and sealing large cavities. Depending on the intended use, gasket sealers
either dry hard or stay relatively soft and pliable. They are usually applied by hand, with a brush,
or are sprayed on the gasket sealing surfaces. Thread cement is an adhesive locking compound
that prevents threaded fasteners from loosening because of vibration. It is available in a variety
of types for different applications. Moisture dispersants are usually sprays that can be used to
dry out electrical components such as the fuse block and wiring connectors. Some types can
also be used as treatment for rubber and as a lubricant for hinges, cables and locks. Waxes and
polishes are used to help protect painted and plated surfaces from the weather. Different types
of paint may require the use of different types of wax polish. Some polishes utilize a chemical or
abrasive cleaner to help remove the top layer of oxidized dull paint on older-vehicles. In recent
years, many non-wax polishes that contain a wide variety of chemicals such as polymers and
silicones have been introduced. These non-wax polishes are usually easier to apply and last
longer than conventional waxes and polishes. Check fuse block Chapter 8. Check and recharge
battery Chapter 8. Make sure the wiring to the starter is secure. Test starter relay Chapter 8. If
the relay is good, then the fault is in the wiring or motor. Check it according to the procedure in.
The contacts could be wet, corroded or dirty. Disassemble and clean the switch Chapter 8.
Check all wiring connections and harnesses to make sure that they are dry, tight and not
corroded. Also check for broken or frayed wires that can cause a short to ground see wiring
diagram, Chapter 8. Check the switch according to the procedure in Chapter 8. Replace the
switch with a new one if it is defective. Check for wet, dirty or corroded contacts. Clean or
replace the switch as necessary Chapter 8. Inspect and repair or replace. Inspect and replace
the damaged parts Chapter 2. Seized engine caused by one or more internally damaged
components. Failure due to wear, abuse or lack of lubrication. Damage can include seized
valves, valve lifters, camshaft, pistons, crankshaft, connecting rod bearings, or transmission
gears or bearings. Refer to Chapter 2 for engine disassembly. Usually caused by dirt or water.
Remove it and clean the cap vent hole. Replace the filter Chapter 1. Test it according to the
procedures in Chapter 8. Pull the fuel line loose and carefully blow through it. For both of the
valves to be clogged, either a very bad batch of fuel with an unusual additive has been used, or
some other foreign material has entered the tank. Many times after a machine has been stored
for many months without running, the fuel turns to a varnish-like liquid and forms deposits on
the inlet needle valves and jets. The carburetors should be removed and overhauled if draining
the float chambers doesn't solve the problem. Check and adjust as described in Chapter 3. A
piece of dirt, rust or other debris can cause the inlet needle to seat improperly, causing excess
fuel to be admitted to the float bowl. In this case, the float chamber. If the needle and seat are
worn, then the leaking will persist and the parts should be replaced with new ones Chapter 3.
Under normal circumstances i. When the engine is cold, the choke should be operated and the
engine started without opening the throttle. When the engine is at operating temperature, only a
very slight amount of throttle should be necessary. If the engine is flooded, turn the fuel tap off
and hold the throttle open while cranking the engine. This will allow additional air to reach the
cylinders. Remember to turn the fuel tap back on after the engine starts. Check and recharge
battery as necessary. Locate reason for fouled plug s using spark plug condition chart and
follow the plug maintenance procedures in Chapter 1. Check condition. Replace either or both
components if cracks or deterioration are evident Chapter 4. Make sure that the plug cap fits
snugly over the plug end. Check the unit, referring to Chapter 4 for details. Check the unit s ,
referring to Chapter 4 for details. Check the coils, referring to Chapter 4. This is usually caused
by water, corrosion, damage or excessive wear. The switches can be disassembled and cleaned
with electrical contact cleaner. If cleaning does not help, replace the switches Chapter 8 ,. Make
sure that all wiring connections are clean, dry and tight. Look for chafed and broken wires
Chapters 4 and 8. Remove the plug and inspect the threads. Reinstall and tighten to the
specified torque Chapter 1. If a cylinder head is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance
that the gasket or head is damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of time. The head
nuts and bolts should be tightened to the proper torque in the correct sequence Chapter 2. This
means that the valve is not closing completely and compression pressure is leaking past the
valve. Check and adjust the valve clearances Chapter 1. Excessive wear will cause compression
pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually accompanied by worn rings as well. A top end
overhaul is necessary. Broken or sticking piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or
carburetion problem that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the pistons and
rings. Top end overhaul is necessary Chapter 2. This is caused by excessive wear of the piston

ring lands. Piston replacement is necessary Chapter 2. If one of the heads is allowed to become
loose, or if excessive carbon build-up on a piston crown and combustion chamber causes
extremely high compression, the head gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always
sufficient to restore the seal, so gasket replacement is necessary Chapter 2. This is caused by
overheating or improperly tightened head nuts and bolts. Machine shop resurfacing or head
replacement is necessary Chapter 2. Caused by component failure or wear; the spring s must
be replaced Chapter 2. This is caused by a bent valve from over-revving or improper valve
adjustment , burned valve or seat improper carburetion or an accumulation of carbon deposits
on the seat from carburetion or lubrication problems. Make sure the choke lever XV or choke
cable all others is getting a full stroke and staying in the out position. See Chapter 4. See
Chapter 3. The fuel can be contaminated with either dirt or water, or can change chemically if
the machine is allowed to sit for several months or more. Drain the tank and float bowls Chapter
3. Check for loose carburetor-to-intake joint connections, loose or missing vacuum gauge
access port cap or hose, or loose carburetor top Chapter 3. Turn throttle stop screw until the
engine idles at the specified rpm Chapter 1. See Chapter 1. Adjust carburetors with vacuum
gauge or manometer set as described in Chapter 1. Service or replace air filter element Chapter
1. Refer to Chapter 1 for spark plug maintenance. Refer to Chapters. Wrong type, heat range or
cap configuration. Check and install correct plugs listed in Chapter 1. A cold plug or one with a
recessed firing electrode will not operate at low speeds without fouling. Remove and overhaul
the carburetors Chapter 3. Remove carburetor and blow out all passages Chapter 3. Look for
cracks, holes or loose clamps and replace or repair defective parts. Adjust the floats Chapter 3.
Make sure that the air vent passage in the filler cap is open. Check for cracks, breaks, tears or
loose clamps or bolts. Repair or replace the rubber boots. If the cylinder head is suspected of
being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket and head are damaged if the problem has
persisted for any length of time. If a head is allowed to become loose, or if excessive carbon
build-up on the piston crown and combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the
head gasket may leak. This is caused by a bent valve from over-revving or improper valve
adjustment , burned valve or seat improper carburetion or an accumulation of carbon deposits
on the seat from carburetion, lubrication problems. Overhaul the carburetors Chapter 3. The
pickup coil s or the igniter may be defective. If so, they must be replaced with new ones, as they
can't be repaired. Adjust them with a vacuum gauge set or manometer Chapter 1. Using a
heavier oil than that recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or lubrication system
and cause drag on the engine. Usually caused by debris which has entered the brake piston
sealing boot, or from a warped disc or bent axle. Repair as necessary Chapter 6. Clean or
replace filter Chapter 1. See Chapter 1 for spark plug maintenance. See Chapters. Dirt, water or
other contaminants can clog the main jets. Clean the fuel tap filter, the float bowl area, and the
jets and carburetor orifices Chapter 3. The standard jetting is for sea level atmospheric pressure
and oxygen content. Refer to Chapter 3 for inspection and part replacement procedures.
Remove and overhaul carburetors Chapter 3. Look for cracks, holes or loose clamps, and
replace or repair defective parts. Adjust the float s Chapter 3. Make sure the air vent passage in
the filler cap is open. Repair or replace the rubber boots Chapter 3. Remove the tap and clean it
Chapter 1. If a cylinder head is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket
and head are damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of time. The head nuts and
bolts should be tightened to the proper torque in the correct Sequence Chapter 2. A top end
overhaul is necessary Chapter 2. Piston replacement is. This is caused by a bent valve from
over-revving or improper valve adjustment , burned valve or seat. Use of a fuel additive that will
dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the crown and chamber is the easiest way
to remove the build-up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and decarbonized
Chapter 2. Old or improper grades of fuel can cause detonation. This causes the piston to rattle,
thus the knocking or pinging sound. Drain old fuel and always use the recommended fuel grade.
Uncontrolled detonation indicates the plug heat range is too hot. The plug in effect becomes a
glow plug, raising cylinder temperatures. Install the proper heat range plug Chapter 1. This will
cause the cylinder to run hot, which leads to detonation. Clogged jets or an air leak can cause
this imbalance. Adjust the cable slack Chapter 1. May be caused by a cable that is improperly
adjusted or loose or worn clutch components. Refer to Chapter 2 for cable replacement and
clutch overhaul procedures. Using a heavier oil than the one recommended in Chapter 1 can
damage the oil pump or lubrication system and cause drag on the engine. Repair as necessary.
Check and add oil Chapter 1. If you're not sure what type of oil is in the engine, drain it and fill
with the correct type Chapter 1. Check and tighten or replace as necessary Chapter 3. Check
and adjust if necessary Chapter 3. Replace pump or clean passages as necessary. Remove and
check for foreign material see Chapter 2. Use of a fuel additive. Otherwise, the cylinder heads
will have to be removed and decarbonized Chapter 2. Replace cam, bushing or cylinder head.

Abnormal wear could be caused by oil starvation at high rpm from low oil level or improper
viscosity or type of oil Chapter 1. Same problems as paragraph 3. Modification to exhaust
system. Most aftermarket exhaust systems cause the engine to run leaner, which make them
run hotter. When installing an accessory exhaust system, always rejet the carburetors. Dirt,
water and other contaminants can clog the main jets. Clean the fuel tap filter, the float bowl area
and the jets and carburetor orifices Chapter 3. Look for cracks, holes or loose clamps and
replace or repair. Use of a fuel additive that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon
particles to the piston crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build-up. Can be
caused by damaged, loose or worn clutch oonents. Refer to Chapter 2 for overhaul procedures.
Engine oil level too high. The addition of too much oil will cause pressurization of the crankcase
and inefficient engine operation. Using a heavier oil than the one r ecommended in Chapter 1
can damage the oil pump or lubrication system as well as cause drag on the engine. Friction
caused by intermittent lack of lubrication or from oil that is overworked can cause overheating.
The oil provides a definite cooling function in the engine. Check the oil level Chapter 1. Oil is
rated not only according to viscosity but also according to type. Some oils are not rated high
enough for use in this engine. Check the Specifications section and change to the correct oil
Chapter 1. Excessive wear causing drop in oil. Overhaul the clutch assembly Chapter 2. Old or
heat-damaged spring s from slipping clutch should be replaced with new ones Chapter 2.
Replace any defective parts Chapter 2. This causes improper engagement of the plates. Replace
the damaged or worn parts Chapter 2. Clutch cable improperly adjusted see Chapter 1. This will
cause clutch drag, which in turn will cause the machine to creep. Check and replace the spring
s Chapter 2. Old, thin, worn out oil will not provide proper lubrication for the discs, causing the
clutch to drag. Replace the oil and filter Chapter 1. Using a thicker oil than recommended in
Chapter 1 can cause the plates to stick together, putting a drag on the engine. Change to the
correct viscosity oil Chapter 1. Lack of lubrication, severe wear or damage can cause the
housing to seize on the shaft. Overhaul of the clutch, and perhaps transmission, may be
necessary to repair the damage Chapter 2. Worn or damaged release mechanism parts can stick
and fail to apply force to the pressure plate. Causes housing and boss misalignment putting a
drag on the engine. Engagement adjustment continually varies. Often caused by dropping the
machine or from lack of lubrication. Overhaul the transmission Chapter 2. Most often caused by
a lack of lubrication or excessive wear in transmission bearings and bushings. Caused by
lubrication failure or excessive wear. Replace the cam and bearing Chapter 2. Splines stripped
out of lever or shaft, caused by allowing the lever to get loose or from dropping the machine.
Replace necessary parts Chapter 2. Full engagement and rotary movement of shift drum results.
Replace shaft assembly Chapter 2. Allows pawl to float, causing sporadic shift operation.
Replace spring Chapter 2. The gears should be inspected and replaced. No attempt should be
made to service the worn parts. Old or improper fuel can cause detonation. This causes the
pistons to rattle, thus the knocking or pinging sound. Drain the old fuel and always use the
recommended grade fuel Chapter 1. Uncontrolled detonation indicates that the plug heat range
is too hot. This will cause the cylinders to run hot and lead to detonationrClogged jets or an air
leak can cause this imbalance. Caused by improper assembly. Inspect and overhaul top end
parts Chapter 2. Caused by over-revving, trying to start a badly flooded engine or from
ingesting a foreign object into the combustion chamber. Replace the damaged parts Chapter 2.
Replace damaged parts Chapter 2. Overhaul the top end Chapter 2. Usually from lack of
lubrication or overheating. Replace the pistons and bore the cylinders, as necessary Chapter 2.
Caused by excessive wear or lack of lubrication. Replace worn parts. Adjust the clearances by
referring to Chapter 1. Check and replace weak valve springs Chapter 2. Lack of lubrication at
high rpm is usually the cause of damage. Insufficient oil or failure to change the oil at the
recommended intervals are the chief causes. Caused by improper fit of pipe s or loose exhaust
flange. All exhaust fasteners should be tightened evenly and carefully. Failure to do this will
lead to a leak. Caused by a bent crankshaft from over-revving or damage from an upper cylinder
component failure. Can also be attributed to dropping the machine on either of the crankshaft
ends. Tighten all engine mounting bolts and nuts to the specified torque Chapter 2. Replace
according to the procedure in Chapter 2. Also includes the possibility that the shafts are worn.
Probably pieces from a broken clutch, gear or shift mechanism that were picked up by the
gears. This will cause early bearing failure Chapter 2. Causes a howl from transmission. Also
affects engine power and clutch operation Chapter 1. Tighten fasteners Chapter 5. Replace
sprocket s. Chapter 5. Replace Chapter 5. Replace coupling Chapter 5. This can sound like
spurting and is usually accompanied by irregular fork action Chapter 5. Makes a clicking or
scraping sound. Fork oil, when drained, will have a lot of metal particles in it Chapter 5. Clicks
when braking. Make sure all triple clamp pinch bolts are tight Chapter 5. Good possibility if
machine has been dropped. Tighten them to the specified torque Chapter 6. Indicates a leak

caused by defective seal. This is in the body of the shock and can't be remedied. The shock
must be replaced with a new one Chapter 5. Replace the shock with a new one. Usually found in
combination with glazed pads. Clean using brake cleaning solvent. Oil, brake fluid or dirt
causing brake to chatter or squeal. Clean or replace pads Chapter 6. Caused by excessive heat
from prolonged use or from contamination. Do not use sandpaper, emery cloth, carborundum
cloth or any other abrasive to roughen the pad surfaces as abrasives will stay in the pad
material and damage the disc. A very fine flat file can be used, but pad replacement is
suggested as a cure Chapter 6. Can cause a chattering, clicking or intermittent squeal. Usually
accompanied by a pulsating lever and uneven braking. Can cause scraping or squealing.
Replace the shoes Chapter 6. Can cause chattering. Replace the linings Chapter 6. Replace
brake drum Chapter 6. Check and replace as needed Chapter 6. Inspect for leak or other
problem causing low oil level and add recommended oil Chapters 1 and 2. Replace it if it's
defective. Check for pinched, shorted, disconnected or damaged wiring Chapter 8. The ring may
be broken or damaged, causing oil from the crankcase to be pulled past the piston into the
combustion chamber. Replace the rings with new ones Chapter 2. Caused by overheating or oil
starvation. If worn or scored, the cylinders will have to be rebored and new pistons installed. If
cracked, the cylinder block will have to be replaced see Chapter 2. Replace oil seals with new
ones Chapter 2. Perform a complete valve job Chapter 2. Drain oil to the proper level Chapter 1.
Causes oil to be pulled into the combustion chamber. Replace the head gasket and check the
head for warpage Chapter 2. Clogged breather or hoses usually the cause Chapter 2. Clean or
replace the element Chapter 1. Compare the jet size to the Specifications Chapter 3. Check and
adjust the float level as necessary Chapter 3. Clean the float bowls and fuel line and replace the
needles and seats if necessary Chapter 3. Lean condition caused by wrong size main jet or by a
restricted orifice. Clean float bowl and jets and compare jet size to Specifications Chapter 3.
Fuel inlet needle valve stuck closed due to chemical reaction with old fuel. Float level incorrect.
Restricted fuel line. Clean line and float bowl and adjust floats if necessary. Roughness can be
felt as the bars are turned from side-to-side. Replace bearings and races Chapter 5. Races
dented or worn. Denting results from wear in only one position e. Replace races and bearings
Chapter 5. Caused by a collision, hitting a pothole or by dropping the machine. Replace
damaged part. Don't try to straighten the steering stem Chapter 5. Replace worn bearings by
referring to. Inspect wheels for runout Chapter 6. Worn front or rear wheel bearings can cause
poor tracking. Worn front bearings will cause wobble Chapter 6. Tighten them to the specified
torque Chapter 5. Will cause excessive vibration with increased engine rpm Chapter 2. Caused
by contamination with oil, grease, brake fluid, etc. Clean or replace pads. Clean disc thoroughly
with brake cleaner Chapter 6. Fluid is old or contaminated. Drain system, replenish with new
fluid and bleed the system Chapter 6. Repair or replace master cylinder Chapter 6. Replace disc
Chapter 6. Replace axle Chapter 5. Definitely suspect this if the machine has been dropped. May
or may not be accompanied by cracking near the bend. Replace the frame Chapter 5. Caused by
improper location of axle spacers or from bent steering stem or frame Chapter 5. Caused by age
metal fatigue or impact damage. Replace the swingarm Chapter 5. Caused by impact damage or
by dropping the motorcycle. Replace the steering stem Chapter 5. Disassemble the forks and
replace the damaged parts Chapter 5. Check and add or drain as necessary. Use a lighter oil see
the Specifications in Chapter 1. Causes a harsh, sticking feeling Chapter 5. Caused by
inattention to master cylinder fluid level or by leakage. Locate problem and bleed brakes
Chapter 6. See paragraph 1. Caused by wear or damage to piston or cylinder bore Chapter 6.
Check pivot and lubricate Chapter 6. Caused by inadequate lubrication or damage to caliper
shafts Chapter 6. Caused by wear or ingestion of dirt past deteriorated seal Chapter 6 ,. Pad
material separated from backing plate. Usually caused by faulty manufacturing process or from
contact with chemicals. Replace pads Chapter 6. Replace brake springs Chapter 6. Caused by
sulfated plates which are shorted through sedimentation or low electrolyte level. Also, broken
battery terminal making only occasional contact Chapter 8. Caused by addition of high wattage
lights or other electrical accessories. Replace the switch Chapter 8. Wiring grounded or
connections loose in ignition, charging or lighting circuits Chapter 8. Overcharging is noticed
when battery gets excessively warm or boils over Chapter 8. Replace battery with a new one
Chapter 8. Install manufacturer's specified amp-hour battery to handle charging load Chapter 8.
Medium weight, lithium-based multi-purpose grease Medium weight, lithium-based
multi-purpose grease. Chain and cable lubricant or 10W30 motor oil Chain and cable lubricant
or 10W30 motor oil Multi-purpose grease or dry film lubricant. Medium weight, lithium-based
multi-purpose grease Chain and cable lubricant or 10W30 motor oil Chain and cable lubricant or
10W30 motor oil. Medium weight, lithium-based multi-purpose grease Medium weight,
lithium-based multi-purpose grease Chain and cable lubricant or 10W30 motor oil. Note: The
pre-ride inspection outlined in the owner's manual covers checks and maintenance that should

be carried out on a daily basis. It's condensed and included here to remind you of its
importance. Always perform the pre-ride inspection at every maintenance interval in addition to
the procedures listed. The intervals listed below are the shortest intervals recommended by the
manufacturer for each particular operation during the model years covered in this manual. Your
owner's manual may have different intervals for your model. Check the operation of both brakes
- also check the front brake fluid level and look for leakage. Check the tires for damage, the
presence of foreign objects and correct air pressure. Check for proper operation of the
headlight, taillight, brake light, turn signals, indicator lights and horn. Make sure the sidestand
and centerstand, if equipped returns to its fully up position and stays there under spring
pressure. Check the front forks for proper operation and fluid leaks Check the tires, wheels and
wheel bearings. Check the battery electrolyte level and specific gravity; inspect the breather
tube. Check the cleanliness of the fuel system and the condition of the fuel lines and vacuum
hoses. Inspect the crankcase ventilation system Check the operation of the sidestand switch
Check and adjust clutch cable free play. This Chapter covers in detail the checks and
procedures necessary for the tune-up and routine maintenance of your motorcycle. Section 1
includes the routine maintenance schedule, which is designed to keep the machine in proper
running condition and prevent possible problems. The remaining Sections contain detailed
procedures for carrying out the items listed on the maintenance schedule, as well as additional
maintenance information designed to increase reliability. Since routine maintenance plays such
an important role in the safe and efficient operation of your motorcycle, it is presented here as a
comprehensive check list. For the rider who does all his own maintenance, these lists outline
the procedures and checks that should be done on a routine basis. Maintenance information is
printed on labels attached to the motorcycle see illustrations. If the information on the labels
differs from that included here, use the information on the label. Deciding where to start or plug
into the routine maintenance schedule depends on several factors. If you have a motorcycle
whose warranty has recently expired, and if it has been maintained according to the warranty
standards, you may want to pick up routine maintenance as it coincides with the next mileage
or calendar interval. If you have owned the machine for some time but have never performed
any maintenance on it, then you may want to start at the nearest interval and include some
additional procedures to ensure that nothing important is overlooked. If you have just had a
major engine overhaul, then you may want to start the maintenance routine from the beginning.
If you have a used machine and have no knowledge of its. The Sections which outline the
inspection and maintenance procedures are written as step-by-step comprehensive guides to
the performance of the work. They explain in detail each of the routine inspections and
maintenance procedures on the check list. References to additional information in applicable
Chapters is also included and should not be overlooked. Before beginning any maintenance or
repair, the machine should be cleaned thoroughly, especially around the oil filter, spark plugs,
cylinder head covers, side covers, carburetors, etc. Cleaning will help ensure that dirt does not
contaminate the engine and will allow you to detect wear and damage that could otherwise
easily go unnoticed. Caution: Do not run the engine in an enclosed space such as a garage or
shop. With the engine off, check the oil level in the window located at the lower part of the right
crankcase cover. The oil level should be between the Maximum and Minimum level marks next
to the window see illustrations. Do not overfill. Make sure that the fluid level is above the Lower
mark on the reservoir see illustration. Before removing the master cylinder cover, cover the fuel
tank to protect it from brake fluid spills which will damage the paint and remove all dust and dirt
from the area around the cover. Note: Do not operate the front brake with the cover removed. Do
not mix different brands of brake fluid in the reservoir, as they may not be compatible. Caution:
Be extremely careful when handling or working around the battery. The electrolyte is very
caustic and an explosive gas hydrogen is given off when the battery is charging. Note: The first
Steps describe battery removal. If the electrolyte level is known to be sufficient it won't be
necessary to remove the battery. If the original equipment battery has been replaced by a sealed
maintenance-free battery, the electrolyte can't be topped up. Remove the securing strap and
battery cover see illustrations. Remove the battery securing strap if you haven't already done so
and pull the battery straight up to remove it see illustration. The electrolyte level will now be
visible through the translucent battery case - it should be between the Upper and Lower level
marks see illustration. Note: Some models have a long-life
batteryequippedwithonlyonefiilerplug. The cell holes are quite small, so it may help to use a
plastic squeeze bottle with a small spout to add the water. If the level is within the marks on the
case, additional water is not necessary. These are available from most dealer parts departments
or motorcycle accessory stores. Compare the reading to the Specifications listed in this
Chapter. Add 0. Return the electrolyte to the appropriate cell and repeat the check for the
remaining cells. When the check is complete, rinse the hydrometer thoroughly with clean water.

This may be due to corroded battery terminals, a dirty battery case, a. On the other hand, it may
be that the battery is worn out, especially if the machine is old, or that infrequent use of the
motorcycle prevents normal charging from taking place. Refer to Chapter 8 for additional
battery maintenance and charging procedures. Install the battery cell caps, tightening them
securely. Reconnect the cables to the battery, attaching the positive cable first and the negative
cable last. Make sure to install the insulating boot over the terminals. Be very careful not to
pinch or otherwise restrict the battery vent tube, as the battery may build up enough internal
pressure during normal charging system operation to explode. Always replace pads in complete
sets; if the front brake has two calipers, replace all foir. Reach up and operate the brake lever
while you look at the back of the caliper. If the pad wear indicator is close to the disc see
illustration , the pads are worn excessively and must be replaced with new ones see Chapter 6.
Look through the hole and inspect the pads. If the pads are. If the pads are worn to near the
wear limit listed in the Chapter 6 Specifications, replace them see Chapter 6. If the indicator
pointer is close to the end of its travel, replace the shoes see Chapter 6. The words "Uncover for
pad service" stamped in the pad covers may be upside down when the cover is installed. This
doesn't mean the cover is upside down. Replace any damaged parts with new ones see Chapter
6. Check the brake pads and shoes for wear see Section 5 and make sure the fluid level in the
front brake reservoir is correct see Section 3. Look for leaks at the hose connections and check
for cracks in the hose s. If the lever or pedal is spongy, bleed the brakes as described in
Chapter 6. If the switch doesn't operate the brake lights, check it as described in Chapter 8. If it
fails to operate properly, replace it with a new one see Chapter 8. If it's not correct, loosen the
adjuster locknut, turn the adjuster to bring free play within the. Specifications and tighten the
locknut see illustration. Chapter's Specifications. Adjust if necessary by turning the nut at the
rear end of the brake cable or rod. Routine tire and wheel checks should be made with the
realization that your safety depends to a great extent on their condition. Check the tires
carefully for cuts, tears, embedded nails or other sharp objects and excessive wear. Operation
of the motorcycle with excessivelyworntiresisextremelyhazardous,astractionandhandling are
directly affected. Measure the tread depth at the center of the tire. Do not try to patch a torn tire,
as wheel balance and tire reliability may be impaired. Proper air pressure will increase tire Irfe
and provide maximum stability and ride comfort. Keep in mind that low tire pressures may
cause the tire to slip on the rim or come off, while high tire pressures will cause abnormal tread
wear and unsafe handling. Also, make sure the valve stem cap is in place and tight. If it is
missing, install a new one made of metal or hard plastic. The grip should return automatically
from fully open to fully closed when released. If the throttle sticks, check the throttle cable s for
cracks or kinks in the housings. Also, make sure the inner cables are cfean and welllubricated.
If adjustment is necessary, adjust idle speed first see Section Turn the adjuster to give a slight
amount of freeplay, then tighten the lockwheel. Initial freeplay adjustments are made at the
carburetor end of the cable. Turn the adjuster until the desired freeplay is obtained, then
retighten the lockwheel. Turn the handlebars all the way through their travel with the engine
idling. Idle speed should not change. If it does, the cables may be routed incorrectly. Correct
this condition before riding the bike. Freeplay normally changes because of cable stretch and
clutch wear, so it should be checked and adjusted periodically. Slowly pull in on the lever until
resistance is felt, then note how big the gap is between the lever and its pivot bracket. Compare
this distance with the value listed in this Chapter's Specifications. Too little freeplay might
result in the clutch not engaging completely. If there is too much freeplay, the clutch might not
release fully. Always retighten the lockwheel once the adjustment is complete. Turn the nuts to
achieve, the correct freeplay, then tighten them. Caution: Don't operate the clutch while the
locknut is loose. If freeplay still can't be adjusted within the Specifications, the cable may be
stretched or the clutch may be worn. Refer to Chapter 2 for inspection and repair procedures. If
the chain appears dry during inspection, refer to Chapter. Make sure the ignition switch is off. If
the bike is equipped with a scale next to the viewing hole see illustration As wear occurs, the
chain will actually stretch, which means adjustment usually involves removing some slack from
the chain. Be sure to turn the adjusting nuts evenly to keep the rear wheel in alignment. If the
adjusting nuts reach the end of their travel, the chain is excessively worn and should be
replaced with a new one see Chapter 5. Tighten the axle nut to the torque listed in the. Chapter 6
Specifications, then install a new cotter pin and bend it properly. If necessary, turn the nut an
additional amount to line up the cotter pin hole with the castellations in the nut - don't loosen
the nut to. Warning: The final drive unit may be hot enough to cause burns. Wait until the final
drive unit is cool to the touch before checking the level. It should be even with the top of the
hole see illustration. If it's low, add oil of the type listed. Be careful not to touch hot components
including the oil ; they may be hot enough to cause burns. The oil not only lubricates the
internal parts of the engine, transmission and clutch, but it also acts as a coolant, a cleaner, a

sealant, and a protectant. Because of these demands, the oil takes a terrific amount of abuse
and should be replaced' Often with new oil of the recommended grade and type. Saving a little
money on the difference in cost between a good oil and a cheap oil won't pay off if the engine is
damaged. Be careful when draining the oil, as the exhaust pipes, the engine, and the oil itself
can cause severe burns. Remove the oil filler cap to vent the crankcase and act as a reminder
that there is no oil in the engine. Discard the sealing washer on the drain plug; it should be
replaced whenever the plug is removed. O-ring from the groove in the cover and another from
the shoulder on the cover see illustration Make sure the holes in the filter bolt are clear. Wipe
any remaining oil off the filter sealing area of the crankcase. If any damage is found, replace the
damaged part s. Install the cover on the engine and tighten the Allen bolts to the torque listed in
this Chapter's Specificatidns. Avoid overtightening, as damage to the engine case will result. If
the oil was drained into a clean pan, small pieces of metal or other material can be. If the oil is
very metallic colored, then the engine is experiencing wear from break-in new engine or from
insufficient lubrication. If there are flakes or chips of metal in the oil, then something is
drastically wrong internally and the engine will have to be disassembled for inspection and
repair. Start the engine and let it run for two or three minutes. Shut it off, wait a few minutes,
then check the oil level. If necessary, add more oil to bring the level up to the Maximum mark.
Check around the drain plug and filter housing for leaks. Check with your local refuse disposal
company, disposal facility or environmental agency to see whether they will accept the used oil
for recycling. Don't pour used oil into drains or onto the ground. After the oil has cooled, it can
be drained into a suitable container capped plastic jugs, topped bottles, milk cartons, etc.
Inspect the cover O-ring and replace it if it's damaged or deteriorated. Remove the screws that
hold the halves of the assembly together, then separate them and lift out the element see
illustration. Replace the seals as necessary. Remove the element mounting screw and take the
element out see illustration. If the element is extremely dirty or torn, or if dirt can't be blown or
tapped out, replace it with a new one. Make sure the element is seated properly in the filter
housing before installing the cover. A cylinder compression check will help pinpoint these
conditions and can also indicate the presence of excessive carbon deposits in the cylinder
heads. Depending on the outcome of the initial test, a squirttype oil can may also be needed.
Work carefully - don't strip the spark plug hole threads and don't burn your hands. Be sure to
mark the locations of the wires before detaching them. Repeat the procedure for the other
cylinder and compare the results to the value listed in this Chapter's Specifications. Worn or
sticking piston rings and worn cylinders will produce very little initial movement of the gauge
needle, but compression will tend to build up gradually as the engine spins over. Valve and
valve seat leakage, or head gasket leakage, is indicated by low initial compression which does
not tend to build up. The oil will tend to seal the piston rings if they are leaking. Repeat the test
for the other cylinder. If the compression does not increase, the pressure is leaking past the
valves or the head gasket. Leakage past the valves may be due to insufficient valve clearances,
burned, warped or cracked valves or valve seats or valves that are hanging up in the guides. It
is possible but not very likely for carbon deposits to raise the compression enough to
compensate for the effects of leakage past rings or valves. Remove the cylinder head and
carefully decarbonize the combustion chambers see Chapter 2. If available, use compressed air
to. Remove the plugs. Both the center and side electrodes should have square edges and the
side electrode should be of uniform thickness. Look for excessive deposits and evidence of a
cracked or chipped insulator around the center electrode. Compare your spark plugs to the
color spark plug reading chart. Check the threads, the washer and the ceramic insulator body
for cracks and other damage. If in doubt concerning the condition of the plugs, replace them
with new ones, as the expense is minimal. Check the gap between the electrodes, as they are
not preset. For best results, use a wire-type gauge rather than a flat gauge to cheGk the gap see
illustration. If the gap must be adjusted, bend the side electrode only and be very careful not to
chip or crack the insulator nose see illustration. Make sure the washer is in place before
installing each plug. For a COLOR version of this spark plug diagnosis page, please see the
inside rear cover of this manual. Symptoms: Dry sooty deposits indicate a rich mixture or weak
ignition. Causes misfiring, hard starting and hesitation. Recommendation: Check for a clogged
air cleaner, high float level, sticky choke and worn ignition points. Use a spark plug with a
longer core nose for greater anti-fouling protection. Symptoms: Oily coating caused by poor oil
control. Oil is leaking past worn valve guides or piston rings into the combustion chamber.
Causes hard starting, misfiring and hesition. Recommendation: Correct the mechanical
condition with necessary repairs and install new plugs. Symptoms: Blistered, white insulator,
eroded electrode and absence of deposits. Results in shortened plug life. Recommendation:
Check for the correct plug heat range, over-advanced ignition timing, lean fuel mixture, intake
manifold vacuum leaks and sticking valves. Check the coolant level and make sure the radiator

is not clogged. Insulators are white, but may be dirty due to misfiring or flying debris in the
combustion chamber. Can lead to engine damage. Recommendation: Check for the correct plug
heat range, over-advanced ignition timing, lean fuel mixture, clogged cooling system and lack of
lubrication. Symptoms: Insulator has yellowish, glazed appearance. Indicates that combustion
chamber temperatures have risen suddenly during hard acceleration. Normal deposits melt to
form a conductive coating. Causes misfiring at high speeds. Recommendation: Install new
plugs. Consider using a colder plug if driving habits warrant. Symptoms: Combustion deposits
lodge between the electrodes. Heavy deposits accumulate and bridge the electrode gap. The
plug ceases to fire, resulting in a dead cylinder. Recommendation: Locate the faulty plug and
remove the deposits from between the electrodes. Symptoms: Brown to grayishtan color and
slight electrode wear. Correct heat range for engine and operating conditions.
Recommendation: When new spark plugs are installed, replace with plugs of the same heat
range. Symptoms: Light brown deposits encrusted on the side or center electrodes or both.
Excessive amounts may mask the spark, causing misfiring and hesitation during acceleration.
Recommendation: If excessive deposits accumulate over a short time or low mileage, install
new valve guide seals to prevent seepage of oil into the combustion chambers. Also try
changing gasoline brands. Symptoms: Rounded electrodes with a small amount of deposits on
the firing end. Normal color. Causes hard starting in damp or cold weather and poor fuel
economy. Recommendation: Replace with new plugs of the same heat range. Symptoms:
Insulators may be cracked or chipped. Improper gap setting techniques can also result in a
fractured insulator tip. Can lead to piston damage. Recommendation: Make sure the fuel
anti-knock values meet engine requirements. Use care when setting the gaps on new plugs.
Avoid lugging the engine. Symptoms: After long periods of misfiring, deposits can loosen when
normal combustion temperature is restored by an overdue tune-up. At high speeds, deposits
flake off the piston and are thrown against the hot insulator, causing misfiring.
Recommendation: Replace the plugs with new ones or clean and reinstall the originals.
Symptoms: May be caused by a foreign object in the combustion chamber or the piston striking
an incorrect reach too long plug. Causes a dead cylinder and could result in piston damage.
Since the plugs are recessed, slip a short length of hose over the end of the plug to use as a
tool to thread it into place. The hose will grip the plug well enough to turn it, but will start to slip
if the plug begins to cross-thread in the hole - this will prevent damaged threads and the
accompanying repair costs. If a torque wrench is available, tighten the spark plugs to the torque
listed in this Chapter's Specifications. Regardless of the method used, do not over-tighten
them. In order for the lubricant to be applied where it will do the most good, the component
should be disassembled. However, if chain and cable lubricant is being used, it can be applied
to the pivot. If motor oil or light grease is being used, apply it sparingly as it may attract dirt
which could cause the controls to bind or wear at an accelerated rate. Note: One of the best
lubricants for the control lever pivots is a dry-film lubricant available from many sources by
different names. If you don't have one, disconnect both ends of the cable and use a funnel see
illustration. Note: Yamaha recommends that the throttle twist grip be. Refer to the handlebar
switch removal section of Chapter 8. Remove the spark plugs see Section 16 so the crankshaft
is easier to turn. Watch the edge of the alternator rotor visible through the timing plug hole and
stop turning when the line next to the T mark is aligned with the notch inside the hole see
illustrations. This places the rear cylinder at top dead center TDC on its compression stroke.
Insert a feeler gauge of the thickness listed in this Chapter's Specifications between the rocker
arm and valve stem see illustration. Pull the feeler gauge out slowly -. If there's no drag, the
clearance is too loose. If there's a heavy drag, the clearance is too tight. Turn the adjusting
screw with a screwdriver or Allen wrench to change the clearance, then tighten the locknut.
Readjust it if necessary. With the timing mark aligned, wiggle the front cylinder's rocker arms.
There should be a slight amount of cleararjjje between the rocker arms and valve stems. If the
rocker arms are tight,- the front piston is on its exhaust stroke, not its compression stroke.
Rotate the crankshaft one full turn, line up the timing mark again, then wiggle the rocker arms to
be sure the front cylinder is on the compression stroke. Watch the edge of the alternator rotor
visible through the timing plug hole and stop turning when the line next to the T mark is aligned
with the pointer inside the hole see illustrations. Before adjusting the idle speed, make sure the
valve clearances and spark plug gaps are correct. Also, turn the handlebars. If it does, the
accelerator cable may not be adjusted correctly, or it may be worn out. This is a dangerous
condition that can cause loss of control of the bike. Be sure to correct this problem before
proceeding. Support the motorcycle securely and make sure the transmission is in Neutral. If
necessary, repeat the adjustment procedure. Refer to Chapter 5 for additional carburetor
information. Warning: Gasoline is extremely flammable, so take extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel system. Don't smoke or allow open flames or bare light bulbs near

the work area, and don't work in a garage where a natural gas-type appliance such as a water
heater or clothes dryer is present. If you spill any fuel on your skin, rinse it off immediately with
soap and water. When you perform any kind of work on the fuel system, wear safety glasses
and have a class B type fire extinguisher on hand. This is done by measuring the vacuum
produced in each cylinder. Carburetors that are out of synchronization will result in decreased
fuel mileage, increased engine temperature, less than ideal throttle response and higher
vibration levels. You'll also need an auxiliary fuel tank, since the bike's fuel tank must be
removed for access to the vacuum fittings and synchronizing screws. Connect the vacuum
gauges or manometer to the fittings. If necessary for access, detach the fuel tank and raise it
slightly, leaving the fuel hoses connected see. Remove the rubber cap from the vacuym fitting
on the rear carburetor's intake joint, then connect the vacuum gauges or manometer to the hose
fitting and vacuum fitting. Detach the fuel tank at the rear and raise it slightly, leaving the fuel
hoses connected.. Remove the rubber cap from the vacuum fitting on the rear carburetor's
intake joint, then connect the vacuum gauges or manometer to the hose fitting and vacuum
fitting. Disconnect the mixture control valve vacuum hose at the T-fitting and connect one of the
manometer tubes or vacuum gauges to the fitting. Connect an auxiliary fuel source. Welcome to
ManualMachine. We have emailed you a verification link to to complete your registration. Log in
Sign up. Forgot password? Enter your email and check your inbox. Please also check your
spam folder. Email sent! Check your email for further instructions. Enter a new password. My
files 0 My downloads 0 History Account settings Sign out. Virago XV ISBN1 0 Library of
Congress Catalog Card Number British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data A catalogue
record for this book is available from the British Library We take great pride in the accuracy of
information given in this manual, but motorcycle manufacturers make alterations and design
changes during the production run of a particular motorcycle of which they do not inform us.
Index IND Yamaha XV About this manual Its purpose The purpose of this manual is to help you
get the best value from your motorcycle. Using the manual The manual is divided into Chapters.
The reference numbers used in illustration captions pinpoint the pertinent Section and the Step
within that Section. NOTE A Note provides information necessary to properly complete a
procedure or information which will make the procedure easier to understand. Introduction to
the Yamaha XV. The engine on all models is an air-cooled, V-twin with overhead camshafts. The
front brake uses a single or dual disc; a drum brake is used at the rear. Identification numbers
The frame serial number is stamped into the right side of the frame and printed on a label
affixed to the frame. To determine which model year a given machine is, look for the following
identification codes in the engine and frame numbers: The frame number is stamped in the right
side of the frame and is also displayed on a decal The engine number is stamped in the right
side of the crankcase. Basic maintenance techniques There are a number of techniques
involved in maintenance and repair that will be referred to throughout this manual. Fastening
systems Fasteners, basically, are nuts, bolts and screws used to hold two or more parts
together. Tightening sequences and procedures When threaded fasteners are tightened, they
are often tightened to a specific torque value torque is basically a twisting force. Disassembly
sequence Component disassembly should be done with care and purpose to help ensure that
the parts go back together properly during reassembly. Gasket sealing surfaces Throughout
any motorcycle, gaskets are used to seal the mating surfaces between components and keep
lubricants, fluids, vacuum or pressure contained in an assembly. Hose removal tips Hose
removal precautions closely parallel gasket removal precautions. Torque wrenches left - click
type; right - beam type. Tools A selection of good tools is a basic requirement for anyone who
plans to maintain and repair a motorcycle. Piston pin puller Telescoping gauges. Maintenance
techniques, tools and working facilities Maintenance and minor repair tool kit The tools in this
list should be considered the minimum required for performance of routine maintenance,
servicing and minor repair work. Special tools The tools in this list include those which are not
used regularly, are expensive to buy, or which need to be used in accordance with their
manufacturer's instructions. Care and maintenance of tools Good tools are expensive, so it
makes sense to treat them with respect. Working facilities Not to be overlooked when
discussing tools is the workshop. Safety first Professional mechanics are trained in safe
working procedures. DON'T use ill fitting wrenches or other tools which may slip and cause
injury. DON'T rush to finish a job or take unverified short cuts. DON'T allow children or animals
in or around an unattended vehicle. Asbestos Certain friction, insulating, sealing and other
products - such as brake pads, clutch linings, gaskets, etc. Fire Remember at all times that
gasoline petrol is highly flammable. Fumes Certain fumes are highly toxic and can quickly
cause unconsciousness and even death if inhaled to any extent. Gasoline petrol vapor comes
into this category, as do the vapors from certain solvents such as trichloroethylene. The battery
Never cause a spark, or allow a naked light near the vehicle's battery. Electricity When using an

electric power tool, inspection light etc. It is not recommended for cleaning electrical
components or connections. Troubleshooting Contents Symptom Section Engine doesn't start
or is difficult to start Starter motor doesn't rotate Symptom Section Jumps out of gear Engine
doesn't start or is difficult to start 1 Starter motor does not rotate 1 Engine kill switch Off. Check
it according to the procedure in Chapter 8. Inspect and repair or replace Chapter 8. Check and
recharge battery as necessary Chapter 8. If cleaning does not help, replace the switches
Chapter 8 , 11 Wiring shorted or broken between: a Ignition switch and engine kill switch or
blown fuse b Igniter and engine kill switch c Igniter and ignition coil d Ignition coil and plug e
Igniter and pickup coil s Make sure that all wiring connections are clean, dry and tight.
Troubleshooting Poor running at low speed 10 Spark weak 1 Battery voltage low. Refer to
Chapters 1 and 4 for details on the ignition system. Poor running or no power at high speed 14
Firing incorrect 1 Air filter restricted. See Chapters 1 and 4 for details of the ignition system.
Overheating 19 Engine overheats 1 Engine oil level low. Check Specifications and drain to
proper level Chapter 1. Clutch problems 26 Clutch slipping 1 Friction plates worn or warped.
Overhaul the release mechanism Chapter 2. Gear shifting problems 28 Doesn't go into gear or
lever doesn't return 1- Clutch not disengaging. See Section Abnormal engine noise 31 Knocking
or pinging 1 Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Abnormal frame and suspension noise 38
Front end noise 1 Low fluid level or improper viscosity oil in forks. Check and adjust or replace
as necessary Chapter 5. Replace tube with a new one Chapter 5. Shock will be covered with oil.
Replace shock Chapter 5. Replace the shock with a new one Chapter 5. Clean using brake
cleaning solvent Chapter 6. Replace the disc Chapter 6. Oil level indicator light comes on 41
Engine lubrication system 1 Yamaha XV through models use an oil level light rather than an oil
pressure light. Excessive exhaust smoke 43 White smoke 1 Piston oil ring worn. Poor handling
or stability 46 Handlebar hard to turn 1 Steering stem locknut too tight Chapter 5. Causes are
grease getting. Disassemble steering head and repack bearings Chapter 5. Replace worn
bearings by referring to Chapter 6. Lube the shafts or replace them if they are corroded or bent
Chapter 6. Check and add or drain as necessary Chapter 5. Braking problems 50 Front brakes
are spongy, don't hold 1 Air in brake line. Caused by wear or ingestion of dirt past deteriorated
seal Chapter 6 , 5 Brake pad damaged. Electrical problems 53 Battery dead or weak 1 Battery
faulty. Minimum Maximum difference between cylinders Carburetor synchronization Vacuum at
idle speed Maximum vacuum difference between cylinders Cylinder numbering from rear to
front of bike Miscellaneous Brake pedal position.. Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance
Valve adjuster locknuts.. Throttle grip. Routine maintenance intervals Note: The pre-ride
inspection outlined in the owner's manual covers checks and maintenance that should be
carried out on a daily basis. Daily or before riding Check the engine oil level Check the fuel level
and inspect for leaks Check the operation of both brakes - also check the front brake fluid level
and look for leakage Check the tires for damage, the presence of foreign objects and correct air
pressure Check the throttle for smooth operation and correct freeplay Check the operation of
the clutch - make sure the freeplay is correct Make sure the steering operates smoothly, without
looseness and without binding Check for proper operation of the headlight, taillight, brake light,
turn signals, indicator lights and horn Make sure the sidestand and centerstand, if equipped
returns to its fully up position and stays there under spring pressure Make sure the engine kill
switch works properly. Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance 2. Brakefluid Refer to
illustrations 3. Tighten the screws. Chapter 1 Tune-up and routine maintenance 4.
Donotusetapwater except in an emergency , and do not overfill. Note: Add 0. Always replace
pads in complete sets; if the front brake has two calipers, replace all foir at the same time. If the
pads are worn near the wear limit listed in the Chapter 6 Specifications, replace them. If it's not
correct, loosen the adjuster locknut, turn the adjuster to bring free play within the Specifications
and tighten the locknut see illustration. Rearbrakes Refer to illustrations 7. Measure the tread
depth at the center of the tire and replace worn tires with new ones when the tread depth is less
than specified. Neverattempttorepairdamagedcastwheels;they must be replaced with new ones.
Single cable models Refer to illustration 9. Dual cable models Refer to illustration 9. Once
freeplay is correct, tighten the locknuts. Warning: Turn the handlebars all the way through their
travel with the engine idling. XVmodels Refer to illustration XVthroughmodels Refer to
illustration If the chain appears dry during inspection, refer to Chapter 5 and remove it for
inspection. Check Refer to illustration Just click on the image that you want to view and if it is
not large enough, you can scroll to the bottom and click on the size that you want it to be. I
hope this helps you out. Enter an optional name and contact email address. Name Name Email
help private comment. Steve Jun Hi,anyhelp on fitting engine bars to xv 94,also changing the
grips,is their an easy way for morons like me who have never done it. Chavdar May Good
morning. I have a problem with my Virago, and I will appreciate any help. I bought it burned,
only the engine and the frame survived. Now I'm working on the wiring. What I need are photos

of the TCI wiring, clear enough to see the colours of the wires. The TCI is 20x I'm really stuck
here, as i checked all kind of manuals, forums and all that i found, and no info. Thank you, and
have a nice day. Sharon Jan I need a picture to show how to put the shifter rod back on a 89
varogo motorcycle. Any offers or suggestions? Please respond to moore ptd. I checks good.
After warm up 1 fails? A set of custom side exhaust pipes were fitted to it about 20 years ago by
a previous owner that are now looking rather sad. Just wondering what some options are to
replace exhaust system maybe a little more quiet. Will a later model exhaust bolt on, etc? Guest
Feb Hi there - I was very happy to find this page. I recently got a Virargo Midnight Special. The
engine needs work labor intensive , im thinking about putting a on it as I understand the frame
is the same. Any ideas for a quicker solution to get the bike running at a reasonable price?
Please let me know steven. Also, I'm wanting a bigger fuel tank. Tony benton Nov I have just got
a virargo I am looking for a left side battery cover mauroon colour, also it phase a sort off
popping sound most when it's cold , been told it's a sticking valve. Any one help Tom Nov I
have a virago and the throttle turns forward instead of back how do I fix it to turn the right way?
Mike Jul Mike from illinois here can you tell me if any Harley seats will fit my 88 yamaha virago
Vx without modification thanks. Guest May Something to do with tail light comes on when
locked left,. Joe Feb Hi all, mine is a 94 , about 20k. Great bike. Problem is, speedo stopped
working. After trying out some tests on the cable it spins when bike is rocked back and forth.
Any ideas? Timothy Talbot Jan have a virago took for a trip got to my desination wouldnt
crank.. Paul May I have a XV that drains my battery every time I turn the key to lock the handle
bars. Have you heard of this problem before? Derrick Apr I am putting 1 inch handle bars on my
82 virago, any ideas on where I can get clamps and everything to fit? Rich Mar For the yamaha
virago engine guard question below my email address is Ramtugh gmail. Rich Mar Hi, I have a
Yamaha Virago and I was wondering if it were possible to remove the engine guard? I know it is
physically but will it weaken the structural integrity of the frame? Or weaken anything for the
motor? It appears that it might have something to do with stabilizing the motor? Thank you. Any
help would be appreciated. Laughlin Oct Brian The screaming starter problem is a tension clip
and you need to replace it or tighten it. I had to tighten mine as I could not find a new one. It
takes some finess, but you can pull it off and squeeze it with a channel locks to make it tighter.
Hope that helps. I have a and have also changed alot. Brian May I just got an old 85 Virago It
needs the oil changed and the drive shaft fluid. I need help. It doesn't have a manual and i need
to know what to do, where to do it on the bike and what fluids to use. My oil light came on last
time I started it so i shut it off. Matt May Hello, I am a proud owner of a '97 Virago I bought it off
my father in-law about a year ago and it did not run. Not being a mechanic I worked on it for a
year and got it running. Now that I decided to really get her running well. I got the carbs cleaned
after de-rusting the tanks. Now I cannot get her to turn over. I have fuel getting to it but I am
unable to get her to turn over. I am wondering how to prime the fuel system to get her to turn
over. Thanks for any help. Dan Sep my email is draconis shaw. Dan Sep Hey, I have an 82
virago. I want to put a custom seat on it, something a little less thick and fat, and some way of
lowering the rear suspension a little. Trying to give it a chopper look. Already have the custom
fender and that part looks lower, but I'm trying to figure out where I can find a lower seat, or
how I can lower the stock seat, my fiance has a hard time getting on my bike because the back
seat is too high she's only 5'1 lol Please email me back ASAP if you have advise. Claude Jul I
added a 1 inch handlebars to my 87 virago but cannot find 1 inch trottle to slip over the new
bars to fit in the original virago modofied controls Thank you very much. Tom Jul Hi i have a
virago ,hatachi twin carbs,how do i balance them and set the fuel mixture. Kevin PA Jun Great
page!!!! I have a XV I believe I have I am searching to lower it to a point Progressive has a rear
shock that adjust they say? Cant seem to find a shock out there lower then the progressive Give
me some advice Main reason to lower is for the look Frances Jun Hi. I have an XV Virago, that is
my only transportation. My friend has been trying to "check" why it's not holding a charge. He
looks in the Owners Service Manual but it doesn't say or show where the rectifier or the stator
coil is. Is there any way you could tell me where it is, and what would be even more help, if you
could please email me a picture of what it looks like. Thank you so much. Shaz Jun Hi i have a
virago xvse and im looking for a special mounting subframe so that i can fit a sidecar to my
bike. Do you know of anyone who makes them or who has one for sale? If i could make one i
would but i'm not qualified enough to do the welding lol, or if someone has a drawing of one
and i get someone else to make it for me. Be great to hear of anybody who has done this before.
Thanxs Shaz. I got float kits and installed them. I changed the float valve, main jet and pilot jet.
The kits came with new pilot screws and I put them in to each carb and screwed them in till they
stopped and part of the needle ends are protruding through the tiny ports in the throttle valve
bodies. New wires and plugs are on it. Now, it will not run unless I put a shot of spray start in
the air intake. It will run fine until the spray start is gone. I got the book out and it said the pilot

screws are factory adjusted and not to disturb them. The bowls fill up with with fuel and the
floats are working ok. Is there a rough adjustment I can use on the pilot screws? And do you
think that the pilot screws are the issue? Gera Mtz Apr exelente pagina amigo, muchas gracias
por los tips me son de mucha ayuda, te estoy muy agradecido. J-rock Apr I have a yamaha virgo
cc with miles on it so obviously it hasn't been road much it has a back fire mostly when you rev
the motor and a little when idle also you have to tap the carb bowl sometimes at a stop cause it
sticks a little any ideas on how to fix. Perry Mar I have a XV, i use to carry my surfboard, can
anyone suggest a wider rear tire for sand and still be good on the street. Would i have to go to
wider Rim?? Daniel Harrison Mar I have a virago xv I need to know if a rear chrome spoke wheel
will fit on it I found a chrome spoke whell for the front But the back looks a lil complicated I
found a rear chrome spoke on ebay Wondered if it would fit Please help If you have any other
suggestions please let me know Sam Feb I've got a 83' Virago mk. No problems at all. Has 44k,
but am in need of saddlebag support bars. Anyone know where I can find a set to fit this
bike??? T Dec Can you send me a pic of ignition assembly for 85 virago I took mine apart to fit
the two screws they were missing. Let me explain, the key ignition was super loose before i did
all this and it would not start because the copper contacts were not making good connection
with the black circular wachamacallit behind it. Anyway i took it apart to find that the screws
that hold the black tubular ignition to the frame were missing so i tried to jerry rig something. I
wish I could describe it better to you. I fooled around with the pin that has the spring around it
that goes in the ignition. Paul Oct to anaman Are you still looking to change your pegs? I have
just purchased an '81 Virago with customized pegs shifter and brake pedal and replaced them
to go back to the original configuration. The configuration is that of a cafe racer 1st gear is up. If
you're interested drop an email. It's not in any manual I can get my hands on. The bike is a XVH,
and I'd like to get my feet underneath my body a little more. Thanks for any help! I have been
working on a project, bobber type and made the mistake to cut a lot of the original wires to
make the front look better. Do you know the best place to buy one online? Pam Jul Have an '84
Virgo that has been sitting for at least 7 years Also noticed your article on Screaming Eagle Any
suggestion or help would be appreciated. Post here or e-mail smarinemom yahoo. Brian Jun i
just got a 81 vriago I think I have one right, but I can't find any pictures anywhere to tell me
which one goes where. Can anyone help me? I pulled the carbs and cleaned them both.
Reintalled them and the bike will run but i need to know how to adjust the carbs. Any help with
this would be great. It runs tremendously well, but I have no turn signals. The 4-way flashers
work, the left upper controls have been replaced, the wiring has been checked from the lights
clear to the controls, and still nothing. I am wondering if the flasher relay could cause this? The
wiring harness was somewhat melted together. I separated it and tried to start it and the starter
kept turning even with the ignition off. This weekend I replaced the complete wiring harness.
After putting it back together the starter does the same thing. The negative battery cable got
real hot I know this because the starter kept turning with the key off and I had to unscrew the
screw, from atop the battery, to stop the starter. I waited twenty minutes and tried to crank it
again and the starter would only spin. Does the starter need to be replaced? Is there a "short" in
the starter wiring? Could someone steer me in the right direction? I would really appreciate any
advice. Thank You. My email address is TheTrialLawyer aol. My question is, I am sure that the
Virago should have a window viewer so the oil levels can be checked, which I am sure it is on
the right side of the bike, however, would it be possible that the reason I cannot find mine where
it should be is because there is a round chrome coverplate over the top of it held down by 3
alan key bolts? If I undid these bolts to check the oil would the glass be still intact and the oil
sealed or is the chrome coverplate holding it in with a gasket? I am scared shitless that I bum it
up Guest Dec The regulator is on the back, under the left passenger foot peg. Guest Oct
location of voltage regulator rectifier in the yamaha virago xv motorcycle. Mike Sep The
screaming eagle air cleaner install is great. I am told that jets are unavailable. Any suggestions?
I am having battery issues and was told to check the Voltage Regulator. For the life of me, I
can't seem to find it. The manual I have shows a diagram, but it must be for a different year,
because it doesn't match up to what is on my bike. Any clues to where I can find it? John Jul
Does anyone know were to purchase a heel-toe conversion shifter for a Yamaha Virago.
Presently everything is stock, but need to acquire a heel-toe configuration. Guest Jul Does
anyone know how to take off the baffles off a Yamaha Virago ? Could anyone please send me
some information on how to do it. Thanks Rene. Jason Apr I noticed the Floorboards in the
pictures with the Jardine forward controls. Do they come with the kit, or did you buy them
separate. If separate, do you have any info on them? Brynden Apr Does anyone know who
makes a rear head pipe for an xv??? I cant find them anywhere! Troy Mar will the exhaust for a
xv fit a xv? I need r head pipe sku 1ta Curt Jan I have a virago from which I removed the carbs
from some time agon, which I can now not remember how to reinstall. In visual aids out there?

Where would I find these.. Max Nussbaum Sep wow, amazing page! It seems u love your Virago
like i do. There are a lot of good tips and tricks to learn from u. I would like to take your site as
example for me to date my own site up. My XV is an 56V us model importet at to germany.
Greetings from germany Max Nussbaum. Carole Aug My e-mail address is carolet1 earthlink.
Carole Aug Does anyone have a wiring diagram for a '89 Virago? I need help wiring the ignition
switch. The instructions on their web site Tom Kelly May I was wondering if anyone had any
idea of how difficult it is to replace the front shock seals on a virago I am going to be taking a
trip in a few weeks. Last Friday I discovered that my left front shock is leaking oil. Better to have
this happen now than when I am on my trip, but I've got to jump on this fast and repair it. I am
very mechanically inclined, have plenty of tools, and a garage. Also possess a Clymer Virago
repair manual. I've never done a front fork before, so I just want some idea of what I'm getting
into before I jump in. I plan on doing both of them because I figure if one went, the other is
probably not far behind. Any tips or tricks will certainly be appreciated as well. I thought I'd try
one on my xvs. Thanx and great site! After doing a lot of trouble-shooting, I figured out what the
problem was. Maybe this will help you. When the throttle valve was on rest, it was exactly on top
of the pilot opening. Somehow maybe by the previous owner it got misaligned and no matter
what I did to the pilot screw it would not make a difference. To make matter even worse, when I
opened the throttle valve just a bit to keep the engine running, the fuel would come out of the
mail nozzle and eventually foul up the plugs in about a minute or so. This is how I diagnosed the
problem. I grounded the rear plug and started the with front cylinder working. I took the air side
boot to see what is going on in the carb. You have to be careful though not to let any dust
particle get through it. Then as the bike was running, I saw fuel coming out of the main nozzle
and streaming down the carb towards the engine. This should not have happened because the
depression above the main is only around 32mmHg and above pilot opening should be around
25mmHg. When you have the butterfly throttle valve almost closed, nothing should come out of
the main and some fuel should come out of the pilot. In my case the pilot was blocked and if I
did not open the throttle valve enough, the engine would stall. If I did open it enough, the plug
would get fouled up and stall. So, after taking the carbs out, if you can re-adjust the valve just
enough to let the pilot opening breathe from the engine side, then you are good to go. If like in
my case, it was impossible to re-adjust the position, I have to cut a small opening on the bottom
edge of the valve so that even though it sat on rest, there was some breathing going on the pilot
circuit. Need help with carbs, my front cyl is continually backfiring at low speed and idle.
Adjusting the pilot jet doesn't seem to affect the idle rpm. I had the carbs off and they appear to
be spotless, no gum. Is a gasket cement used to mount the manifolds to the engine, I replaced
the O rings? Float levels appear correct. Phil Apr To Rich and anyone else who is interested in
converting to a single carb on and larger Viragos Search for P manifold and you should come
across a much cheaper alternative than the KJS conversion. One of the guys built his own
manifold and another has started to mass produce them. I have a XV which I have have been
tinkering with for the last month with this manifold. I am running a Mikuni HSR42 single carb
and the bike runs better than ever before. No more backfiring. No more coughing through the
carbs. All for around half of what KJS wants for their setup. Rich Apr XV If you need to relocate
rear lights, I have an easy custom look solution. Eric Apr Help!! I have a virago , My headlight
will not go on but my front flashers stay on steady, they will flash however, I have checked the
fuses all okay here, I have checked the headlight bulb all okay there, I used electrical contact
cleaner on all electrical connections, I do not know what else to do, any help would be greatly
appreciated. Eric Apr E. I got a new one and it started after about five minutes the headlight
went out as well as the speedometer and tach lights. I shut it off and looked all over for the
fuses and couldn't find them. The next day I went out and turned the key and nothing so I called
a local Yamaha dealer and he told me that it was the voltage regulator and when I was
transfered to parts they said that it was also called a rectifier. So I got one and put it in the bike
and I still have nothing. I only found one fuse which is listed as the main fuse. I was wondering
if you could tell me either where the fuses are or what you think the problem is. Thank you very
much Dan Gibson. Riff Raff Mar Lisa Did you ever get any advice on relocating your tail lights??
If you havent, let me know. I have a and had the same problem. Dick Dec Help I have a 83 Virgo
K. I found one listed as 42X J4T, is it usuable? Any help would be great. I wonder if anyone can
tell me what size of jets should i use as it says "rejetting required" on here.. I honestly need
your help. Mel Sep If anyone has a wiring diagram for an '88 let me know please. Lisa Sep Do
you know where I can get tail light relocation kit to remount tail lights like you did in back so
saddlebags fit? It's a Virago All you need to do is "Hot Knife" the front anchor lugs off and with
the aid of a couple of small "L" brackets you can relocate them to the standard XV postion and
thats's it!!! Email me if you need some shotz or advice. David Scofield Apr Can anyone assist
me in finding o. Oem or aftermarket in any overbore size as long as they are a matched pair.

Also have motor parts, crank, rods, pistons 1 new pair Can anyone assist me in finding any
oversize pistons for my project? I also have spare crank, rods, pistons, and cylinders for a if it
could help someone. Thanks for your help, David. Hershell P. Has given me new insight as to
what the possibilities are or my '95 Thanks Flagman, wondering if you can help me out with a bit
of info? I have jardine slashcuts on my XV Any help on this subject will be greatly appreciated.
Micky B Yorkshire, England. It is best to login or register first but you may post as a guest.
Name Email. Hi,anyhelp on fitting engine bars to xv 94,also changing the grips,is their an easy
way for morons like me who have never done it. Good morning. I need a picture to show how to
put the shifter rod back on a 89 varogo motorcycle. I need a pickup coil for a 98 XV Mark
Monroe. I have an 81 xv Hi there - I was very happy to find this page. I have just got a virargo I
am looking for a left side battery cover mauroon colour, also it phase a sort off popping sound
most when it's cold , been told it's a sticking valve. I have a virago and the throttle turns forward
instead of back how do I fix it to turn the right way? Mike from illinois here can you tell me if any
Harley seats will fit my 88 yamaha virago Vx without modification thanks. Something to do with
tail light comes on when locked left,. I have a 86 Yamaha - I think the coil is bad how can I tell. Hi
all, mine is a 94 , about 20k. I have a XV that drains my battery every time I turn the key to lock
the handle bars. I am putting 1 inch handle bars on my 82 virago, any ideas on where I can get
clamps and everything to fit? I have an 82 virago that i put an virago motor on have it running
now but not much power i had to use the carbs from the do i just need to jet them for the motor
like i said runs now can ride it now just not much power compression is good any ideas. For the
yamaha virago engine guard question below my email address is Ramtugh gmail. Hi, I have a
Yamaha Virago and I was wondering if it were possible to remove the engine guard? Hi, I have a
'94 with miles on it but as its been under a cover for 12 years the main tank has an awfull lot of
rust inside. Hi Like what you done with the Virago. I just got an old 85 Virago Hello, I am a proud
owner of a '97 Virago Hey, I have an 82 virago. I added a 1 inch handlebars to my 87 virago but
cannot find 1 inch trottle to slip over the new bars to fit in the original virago modofied controls
Hi i have a virago ,hatachi twin carbs,how do i balance them and set the fuel mixture. Great
page!!!! Hi i have a virago xvse and im looking for a special mounting subframe so that i can fit
a sidecar to my bike. I have a virago that had sat up for a while and the fuel caused gunk in the
carbs. I have a yamaha virgo cc with miles on it so obviously it hasn't been road much it has a
back fire mostly when you rev the motor and a little when idle also you have to tap the carb
bowl sometimes at a stop cause it sticks a little any ideas on how to fix. I have a XV, i use to
carry my surfboard, can anyone suggest a wider rear tire for sand and still be good on the
street. I have a virago xv I've got a 83' Virago mk. Can you send me a pic of ignition assembly
for 85 virago I'm trying to locate a source for a kit to move the rider's footpegs back about four
inches to a more comfortable position. Iam looking for a complete harness for my 94 XV Virago.
Have an '84 Virgo that has been sitting for at least 7 years I just bought an 81 xv I have an xv
Virago, and it is driving me crazy. I just got Yamaha Virago XV Yo, Forgive my ignorance but I
have just aquired a XV 95 model,mmmm. The regulator is on the back, under the left passenger
foot peg. The screaming eagle air cleaner install is great. I have a XV Virago. Does anyone know
were to purchase a heel-toe conversion shifter for a Yamaha Virago. Does anyone know how to
take off the baffles off a Yamaha Virago ? I noticed the Floorboards in the pictures with the
Jardine forward controls. Does anyone know who makes a rear head pipe for an xv??? I have a
virago from which I removed the carbs from some time agon, which I can now not remember
how to reinstall. I see forward controls for Viragos but not the My e-mail address is carolet1
earthlink. Does anyone have a wiring diagram for a '89 Virago? I have a wiring diagram for a
XVU. Does any one have any fitting instructions for a SW-Motech main stand I purchased for my
96 Virago I was wondering if anyone had any idea of how difficult it is to replace the front shock
seals on a virago Was just wondering how well you throttle lock works. Rich, I had the same
problem with my XV To Rich and anyone else who is interested in converting to a single carb on
and larger Viragos Hi I have a Virago and the battery went dead. Lisa Did you ever get any
advice on relocating your tail lights?? Converting the xv to single carb would be a good idea for
me as i've been suffering carb prob. If anyone has a wiring diagram for an '88 let me know
please. Do you know where I can get tail light relocation kit to remount tail lights like you did in
back so saddlebags fit? Help needed, my frontlight doesn't work anymore, i've changed
everything but still not working, anybody who has a clue??? Can anyone assist me in finding o.
Love the site. Brilliant webpage, full of useful stuff for the XV owners. Before discussing the
Virago Ignition Systems it is important to understand how the power to run it gets there. The
power starts at the battery and then travels through the main fuse, the ignition switch, the
ignition fuse in the fuse box, the engine stop switch, and on to the TCI, and coils. Power must
be running in this circuit for the TCI, and ignition system to work. There are three switches
involved in this system plus relays and these are 1. These switches make the ground

connection for this circuit. Note that when starting and idling the bike, you get this needed
power through a neutral switch ground since the bike is in neutral. But the moment you shift
into gear the neutral switch goes off and that ground goes away. The sidestand switch must
now take over. If the sidestand is down switch off , there will be no ground at all and the TCI
shuts down the engine. If the sidestand is up the ground connection is made then the TCI is
happy and you drive off. But occasionally the side stand switch sticks part way, or otherwise
makes less than full and proper contact. The power input to the TCI may then be intermittent, or
low in voltage due to excessive resistance in the switch. In such cases your engine will run
badly with various symptoms coming and going. The classic symptom: Bike starts and revs fine
in neutral, runs badly in gear. If you suspect this the sidestand switch you can easily find where
wires from it connect and then check continuity through this switch with a multimeter. You can
also temporarily connect the wires coming from the harness, thus by-passing the switch, to see
if that solves your problem. Your battery is hot. The outline simple enough. You start inside the
left engine side cover, where two. This box has two basic functions. It adjusts the signal from
the pickups based on engine speed to change the timing as needed, and it cuts power to the
primary winding of the. This spark ignites the fuel mixture which, at that point is sitting all
around the plug tip in a compressed state, ready to go BANG. To understand this system better,
we will start by the discussing the coil. The history of electricity and magnetism is a long and
interesting one, with men in various countries doing experiments over several centuries and
discovering bit by bit how electricity and magnets work and behave. Out of all this work came
two rules we need to understand. Rule 1 Running electric current through a conductor e. With
the further understanding that â€”A conductor fashioned into a coil yields a stronger field than
a straight wire. As opposed to a permanent magnet which is metal with built-in magnetic
properties. Rule 2 When a magnetic field moves through a conductor a flow of electric current
or potential is produced in that conductor. As long as there is relative movement between the
two you get current moving in the conductor or a potential for it to move. For current to flow in a
conductor, the conductor has to be part of a circuit. Current running through windings of wire is
what turns a coil into an electromagnet with a magnetic field. When this current is first
introduced, a magnetic field radiates out builds up around the coil. When the current is cut, the
magnetic field collapses goes away. The quicker a magnetic field moves relative to a conductor,
the more potential voltage is generated in the conductor and the more current flows or wants to
flow. Using a combination of these phenomena, in an American by the name of C. Kettering,
working for DELCO in Dayton, Ohio, described and patented the first automotive ignition coil,
and that design is essentially the same one you have in your Virago today. Virago Ignition
Systems coils have two different windings of wire around the same metal core. This allows 12
volt current to flow through it easily, pushed by pressure from the battery. This current returns
to ground negative battery terminal through the TCI. This consists of many porabably
thousands turns of fine wire wound around the iron core usually inside the primary winding for
dc coils. The 12 volt push from the battery is not strong enough to jump the spark plug air gap
and thus go to ground. So there is no circuit. PROCESS The process is this: As current applied
to the primary winding builds up and radiates a magnetic field out through the secondary
winding, the secondary feels an additional push to run current. But the movement of the
magnetic field in the build-up phase is not fast enough to produce the level of voltage in the
secondary strong enough to generate current that will be able jump the air gap. Then the TCI
suddenly switches off the current to the primary winding. What happens? The magnetic field
suddenly collapsesâ€”moving much faster across the secondary winding than it did in the
build-up phase. This sudden motion of the magnetic field through the secondary winding is now
fast enough to trigger very high voltage in the secondary winding due to its many turns. And
these many thousands of volts are now strong enough to push current small, but hot! We now
get our spark! Well, for you nuclear phycisist wannabees in the crowd, here is how I understand
it. The gas sitting in the plug gap is a good insulator. Electrons are tied in tight to their atoms
and are very hard to break loose. It now forces electrons into the reluctant gas atoms, which, in
turn, have to give some up their own to the next gas atom. Current now flows. In short, faced
with this high voltage, the gas atoms now turn from insulators into conductors, and current
moves through them accross the gap. Like lightning travelling through the sky, a spark occurs.
Pickups start the process by giving the TCI a signal to cut the current to the primary coil
winding at just the right time. Pickups are themselves little coils, but of a different kind, since
they have permanent magnets inside the winding. Then on the rotor flywheel we have a small
metal plate which passes very close to the pickup as the rotor turns around. Remember that
while this winding sits wrapped around a permanent magnet, current does not flow because
there is no movement of the permanent magnetic field relative to the winding. Both are
stationary relative to each other. This movement is sensed by the coil winding, and a slight

current flow, sufficient to trigger the TCI, is generated. As discussed above, current is fed from
the battery ignition circuit through the ignition coil primary to the TCI where it goes to ground.
Upon receiving the pickup pulse, the TCI cuts off this ground connection momentarily which
causes the sudden collapse of the magnetic field in the coil, as we have seen. The TCI also
senses engine speed and makes this cut somewhat sooner as the engine speed increases. How
does the TCI accomplish these things? It does it with transistors and other electronic
components. When you open up one of these boxes you find a printed circuit board or two
containing these components and connecting them in circuits. Trained electronic techs can
understand them. These are simply large, heavily insulated wires capable of carrying the high
voltage current to the plug caps with a minimum of resistance. Looking at a wire from an early
Virago, we find seven strands of tin-plated copper wound together in a cable a little over 1 mm
in diameter. This is encased in a rubber insulatorâ€”the whole thing being about 7mm in
diameter. But there is more to these wires than meets the eye. As we now know when you run
current through a conductor, a magnetic field around the conductor is created. In the case of
these wires, you have high voltage present and current flowing thousands of times a minute,
and so a magnetic field, as well as the presence of high voltage potential in the air electro field
radiates in and out from the wires when the engine is running. But how does adding 5K of
resistance cut down on these effects? Well, it was not too easy to find someone who really
knew, but here is the explanation I found. What is needed is some resistance before the air gap
to cut down the amount of current flow , that is, the amps. With less current flow, the magnetic
and the electro fields generated are smaller and less powerful, and so produce less interference
for radios and electronics. That, I am told, is why the 5K ohms are there and how they do their
job. Viragos do not use resistor plugs. These have the familiar nickel alloy center and ground
electrodes. But new materials are coming on line platinum, iridium which permit smaller
electrodes and are said burn cleaner and last longer. They also cost a lot more. Whether, on the
low compression and low revving Virago, they make much difference, is a question. You might
try a set to see if you feel a little more power, get a little better gas mileage, etc. Since the coils
and plug caps never changed I consider these plugs internchangeable. The lower the number,
the hotter the plug. BP6ES plugs are one range hotter than the standard Virago plug. The basic
design tradeoff is this: you want a plug that runs hot enough to burn off carbon and oil
deposits. The proper heat range will encourage the plug to keep itself nice and clean, but also
allow it to last a long time. A good operating range for the tip of a plug might be between and
degrees C roughly F. Starting with an understanding of the operating temperature range of the
engine which can differ significantly between engines , engineers specify a plug that will run
within the desired heat range. One phenomenon that some riders experience is this: a cylinder
fails to fires, or fires badly with the cap on the plug. But when the cap is pulled just slightly off
the plug and the cylinder lights up and runs. Why would this happen? Well, my best guess is
that there is a problem somewhere in the system that is causing a weak spark. By adding an
additional air gap, the coil is forced to reach a bit higher voltage before the two jumps can
occur, thus making for a strong, hotter spark. The basic problem still needs to be found. When
riders start to foul plugs, a typical reaction is to try a hotter plug to burn off the built up carbon.
Get your carburetion and ignition right, and run the right plug. This sits in front of your engine
near the coils. It has a vacuum input from one of the carbholders and several wires going to the
TCI. My understanding of its function is this: when the throttle is closed and the bike goes into
deceleration, the increased vacuum activates a switch in the sensor which sends a signal to the
TCI to retard the ignition timingâ€”a smog thing. These never seem to be an issue one way or
the other, and I always leave them hooked up. When you suspect ignition problems, first be
sure that your battery is hot, etc. They also make an inexpensive spark tester which you can
attach into the plug cap and which may help tell you if you have spark, and how strong that
spark is. The wire windings in coils touch each other. However, they have an insulating skin on
them and so one winding is insulated from the next. I know of only two things that can happen
to windings. Or the insulation between windings can break down, allowing the actual
conductors to touchâ€”which allows current to jump across windings. The only other point to
keep in mind is that metal and wire is metal expands a little when hot. In Viragos, pickups are
generally very reliable. But they do live in a harsh environment which includes very hot oil while
the engine is running, and great temperature swings. The wires connecting them to the TCI also
have to run in this environment during their travel inside and through the side cover. So
occasionally pickups, or their connecting wires , may have a problem. A resistance test is given
in the manuals. You can perform this resistance test by finding the connectors for these wires
under the seat. There should be some resistance. One point of slight interest is that these
pickups trigger a spark once every time the flywheel rotates, whereas the engine being 4 cycle
only needs a spark every other time. What happens to this extra spark? So there is really

nothing around to explode, and the spark just happens, but produces no result and does no
harm. The only source for new pickups that I know of is Yamaha. Note also that the design of
the pickups changed at some point, wth two wires coming from them one each and an engine
ground as opposed to two wires from each for a total of four wires. So pickups from different
models are not necessarily interchangable. Check part numbers before you go on E-bay and
buy a used set. Sometimes individual electronic components inside them can fail. Also, heat
and vibration can cause the solder runs on the printed circuit board to crack and develop
breaks. Sometimes the basic sparking circuit is good, but the advance circuit may have
problems, or vice versa. You can check whether the timing advance circuit is acting properly by
removing the round cover on the left side cover and accessing the timing window. Then, using a
common timing light, you can watch the timing advance the timing mark will move as you rev
the engine. There is no timing advance adjustment available on the virago. The pickups are not
movable.. TCI Symptoms can be pretty strange. I had which would start easily but would begin
to run badly when it was half warmed up. Note here, that the design of these boxes has changed
a number of times over the years, both internally, and in respect to the style of connectors, so
that they are not necessarily interchangeable. On later models up the connector may look the
same but still some boxes may not work in other models. I think it retards the spark on
deceleration. It does not sell direct, so see your dealer. However, there is another option. I have
a local S. I give his contact info at the end of this article. They soldered up breaks and replaced
components. So those with electronics training may be able to take a crack at it. The easiest
way to get to it is to remove the seat, drop the back fender four bolts, I think and let it rest on
the rear tire. Then you see it and can get to it. A relatively easy procedure. Sometimes these
connectors can develop a little corrosion or resistance which can be fixed by this simple
operation. A little WD40 on them might not hurt. An occasional ignition problem which defies
intuition, involves the tachometer on the Virago. The tachometer takes its signal from the TCI
wire to the 1 coil on early models or from the same circuit inside the TCI on later ones. Once in a
while a tach will develop a short, and this plays hell with the signal. As a result the back cylinder
starts to misfire. The quick test is to disconnect the tach and see if that corrects the problem.
But they are not at all the same thing. The CDI standing for Capacitive Discharge Ignition builds
up a big whack of voltage in a capacitor and sends it to the primary of the coil. The magnetic
field build-up is sufficiently quick and powerful to cause the secondary to achieve high enough
voltage to make the spark. What can go wrong with Virago Ignition Systems coils? The same
things that we discussed in regard to pickups. Heat and vibration can cause opens, or shorts
between the windings due to insulation breakdown. The manuals give resistance tests for both
primary and secondary windings, and if a bad coil is suspected, that would be the first thing to
do. As with any coil, you may occasionally get a good resistance test when cold, but still have
problems when things warm up. If your problem is clearly with only one cylinder, you can
switch coils and see if it jumps to the other one. If it does, the coil is probably bad. Note that the
manuals can confuse you in regard to the amount of resistance in the secondary winding. To be
clear about it, the correct resistance for the coil secondary winding is around 8. So be aware of
this little glitch. A fairly common practice when trouble shooting a bike is to run the engine on
one cylinder by pulling off the spark plug cap to the other cylinder plug. An easy way to do this
is to stick in a spare plug and lay it on the cylinder head. It will overheat, and potentially hurt the
coil. And the ache you felt on the way home? But I digress. As noted earlier, the wire itself
should be good for a very long time. Spark plug wires can be replaced. What you would use for
a replacement? That means with metal, rather than carbon conductors. However, there are
splicing kits available which would allow you to cut the wire close to the coil and replace the
rest of it with new. These kits maybe more available through auto supply stores than through
dealers. Spark plug wires screw into the spark plug caps, and also into most of the coils. This is
the old fashioned method, but it seems to work O. While there is a rubber dust seal around
these joints, sometimes corrosion can start to develop in the tips of the wires. You can measure
the resistance in your plug caps very easily with your multimeter set to ohms. Should be in the
5K range. Beyond that you can inspect for physical damage-cracks, etc. Plug caps can wear out
eventually all that voltage pounding through that resistor, I suppose but are easily replaced,
preferably with ones of similar resistance. First you can check the numbers to make sure they
are the right ones. Then you can to see that they are gapped correctly. Then you can make sure
they are clean both inside and out. And if you want to, you can touch your ohm meter to both
ends of the center electrode to assure continuity. Resistor plugs may have an air additional gap
inside them and so would not check out this way. When removing a plug, the best thing to do is
partially back it out, and then blow out the well or clean it some other way to remove any crud
that has accumulated down there. Plug bodies are steel and cylinder heads are aluminum. With
two different metals corrosion can occur. When refitting plugs, make sure the plug threads are

clean. I usually go down into the plug hole if I can reach it with a Q Tip soaked in carb fluid, and
try to clean up the walls a little as well. If you want to do what the pros do, before screwing the
plug back in, smear a SMALL dab of antiseize grease available from your auto parts store onto
the threads which will lube them, cut down possible corrosion, and make removal easier, while
not affecting the ground connection. To tighten plugs you can use a torque wrench or tighten
by feel. For a new plug, the washer will crush. Used plugs obviously have flattened washers. A
dirty plug in otherwise good condition can be cleaned and reused. Since I sometimes do tuning
work on my bikes which involves plug reading, my plugs are going in and out quite a bit. It does
a very good cleaning job and the only thing to be careful of is making sure that all the grit is out
of the plug before you reuse it. I assure this by spraying carb cleaner and using direct air to
make sure the plug is totally free of grit, inside, under the gasket, and on the threads. The next
best way is to go after the plug with carb cleaner, and little brushes, tooth picks, whatever it
takes to get down around the insulator. The basic problem with dirt in and on a plug is that it
can form an alternative path for the spark voltage to travel to ground. The current takes the easy
roadand avoids the plug gap. If a plug gets wet from a flooded cylinderâ€”even if it is brand
new, or otherwise pretty clean, it will likely need cleaning before it will fire again. The same
thing can occasionally happen on the outside of the plug. In wet weather or other conditions
where moisture builds up on the outside of the insulator, the current can sometimes find
another way. In moisture situations, WD40 sprayed on the plug wires, caps and plugs can
sometimes help. Looking at plug tips is helpful in learning about what is going on inside the
cylinder. If you are running rich, the center of your plug electrode and insulator will be
somewhere between dark and black with carbon. If your plug is misfiring due to faulty ignition it
will also be black and possibly wet. Many manuals have color pictures showing what the
different conditions look like. Where it gets harder is knowing when you are dead on with your
carburetion. Reading plugs used to be more reliable, but now, due to gasoline additives and
leaned out bikes, plugs may not show small differences. In general, whitish to light gray to light
tan should be good, with mid chocolate being on the rich side but O. Bone white may indicate a
lean condition, but many plugs will look that way when there is really no sign of lean running or
overheating. Note that the color around the edge of the plug body is usually dark and indicates
conditions present mainly when using the choke and on start up. I generally carry a set of extra
plugs just for the heck of it. One situation where they might come in handy is if you have to go
over a high altitude pass. Altitude will make your engine run rich, and the higher you go
especially if you have been running a bit rich at sea level , the more likely you are to foul plugs.
Hopefully this article has given you a better understanding of the basics of the Virago ignition
system. As you can now see, when a cylinder quits firing and you have checked out your fuel
system running problems are more usually carb related, than ignition related and figure it is
ignition, there is no one-shot, easy, quick fix that will work every time. GENERAL Make sure
battery is hot Use a spark tester to determine if you problem is really spark Check wiring
connections Make sure power from the sidestand switch is good Where one cylinder is involved
swaps e. The following represents the few that I know about. There are probably others, so get
out there and do some hunting on your own. TCIs new: Ignitech. Language is a bit of a problem,
but an email to them should get results. I thank you very much for that. There maybe alternative
sourcesâ€”I have never had the
audi radio removal
mk3 vr6 wiring harness
2018 hyundai tucson owners manual
need to replace a coil. May 7, COILS The history of electricity and magnetism is a long and
interesting one, with men in various countries doing experiments over several centuries and
discovering bit by bit how electricity and magnets work and behave. Several things need to be
said about this: A. So that is my best shot on how the coil works. Now we can start at the
beginning and run through the whole system. This concludes the description of the system.
Removing And Installing Plugs When removing a plug, the best thing to do is partially back it
out, and then blow out the well or clean it some other way to remove any crud that has
accumulated down there. Cleaning Plugs A dirty plug in otherwise good condition can be
cleaned and reused. Extra Plugs I generally carry a set of extra plugs just for the heck of it. An
inexpensive multimeter is a must for this work. Access through your dealer. Or Yamaha. Search
ViragoHelp. Amazing Members. You be the judge Virago Info â€” Links and Sources.

